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Abstract 
 

Protein prenylation is a common post-translational modification present in eukaryotic 

cells. Many key proteins involved in signal transduction pathways are prenylated and 

inhibition of prenylation can be useful as a therapeutic intervention. While significant 

progress has been made in understanding protein prenylation in vitro, we have been 

interested in studying this process in living cells, including the question of where 

prenylated molecules localize. Here, we describe the synthesis and in vivo analysis of a 

series of fluorescently labeled multifunctional peptides, based on the C-terminus of the 

naturally prenylated protein CDC42. These peptides were shown to have intrinsic cell-

penetrating abilities and enter cells through a passive transport mechanism and localize to 

the endomembrane surrounding the nucleus. Their cell-penetrating properties were shown 

to be mostly due to their prenylation state and not their peptide sequence.  Once 

discovered other derivatives of these peptides were used to study peptide prenylation and 

enzymatic processing in living cells. 

Also in this work other peptides and proteins were modified with non-natural prenyl 

diphosphates. This work aimed at honing in on the smallest alkyne or azide labeled 

prenyl diphosphate that is a substrate for PFTase. An alkyne containing PFTase substrate 

was identified that contained only 9 non-hydrogen atoms. The substrate was used to 

modify “Caax Box” containing proteins and peptides. Further proteolysis of the “Caax 

Box” allowed for alkyne modification of biomolecules with the addition of only a single 

modified cysteine. This result allows for the addition of alkyne functionality without the 
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addition of a long hydrophobic chain that can hinder a biomolecules solubility or 

reactivity.  
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Chapter 1. Background  

 

 

1.1 Introduction 

  

The classic paradigm of “structure determines function” defines how changes in 

structure can alter the way molecules react and interact with other molecules. Even small 

changes in a molecule’s structure can cause dramatic effects on how that molecule 

behaves. One system that serves as a good case study for this paradigm is protein 

prenylation.  The addition of fifteen or twenty carbon prenyl chains to proteins has 

dramatic effects on how these biomolecules localize inside cells and interact with other 

proteins. The basis of these interactions is rooted in the addition of hydrophobicity upon 

prenylation. In some cases the increase in hydrophobicity, and thus the degree of 

interaction, can be controlled by changing the length of prenyl chain.  Prenyl groups are 

rather inert molecules because they are made up solely of hydrocarbons.  Because there 

are no reactive groups in prenyl moieties, adding specific functionalities on their termini 

can exclusively control their reactivity. The work done in this thesis utilizes the 

hydrophobicity of natural prenyl groups and the reactivity installed in non-natural prenyl 

groups to control the localization, solubility, and reactivity of prenylated peptides and 

proteins in in vivo and in vitro systems.   

 

1.2 Enzymatic Processing of Prenylated Proteins and their role in Ras 

Related Cancers  
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1.2.1  Prenylation of “CAAX box” Containing Proteins  

 

Protein prenylation is the first step of a three step post-translational process that 

modifies proteins with a C15 (farnesyl) or a C20 (geranylgeranyl) isoprenoid on a cysteine 

residue near the protein’s C-terminus. Proteins that are prenylated end in the amino acid 

motif ‘CAAX’, where C is a cysteine, A residues are aliphatic amino acids, and X is any 

amino acid.7-10 The X amino acid of the “CAAX box” determines whether the protein is 

geranylgeranylated by PGGTase (Protein Geranylgeranyl Transferase) or farnesylated by 

PFTase (Protein Farnesyl Transferase). PFTase prenylates ‘CAAX’ motifs ending with 

Ser, Met, Ala, or Gln residues while PGGtase prenylates ‘CAAX’ motifs ending with 

Leu.12 After prenylation the ‘AAX’ residues of the “CAAX box” are cleaved by other 

enzymes, and the resulting C-terminal cysteine is subsequently methylated. Each of these 

steps causes changes in the protein’s hydrophobicity and charge, which in turn is thought 

to control how prenylated proteins localize and interact with other proteins.  

 

1.2.2  The Superfamily of GTP-binding Proteins (G-proteins)  

 

The most studied prenylated proteins belong to the superfamily that consists of 

small GTP-binding proteins (G-proteins). Two important families of G-proteins are the 

Ras family of proteins, which are farnesylated, and the Rho family, which are 

geranylgeranylated. Some proteins from the Rho family regulate cytoskeletal 

reorganization and proteins from both of these families function to regulate gene 

expression.  The ability of GTP-binding proteins to control these cellular functions hinges 
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on whether the proteins are in their active form (Figure 1.1).14, 15  GTP-binding proteins 

exist in two interconvertible forms: an active GTP bound form and an inactive GDP  

bound form. When a GTP-binding protein is converted from a GDP-bound state to a 

GTP-bound state, a conformational change occurs in the protein that promotes the 

binding of downstream effectors. Once a downstream effector binds to a GTPase the 

function of the effector is changed. These changes in effector function regulates a cell’s 

gene expression, proliferation capabilities, and cyctosketal arrangement through a 

cascade of downstream protein-protein interactions. Some phenotypical observations due 

to the activation of G-proteins include the formation of stress fibers, focal adhesions,17 

and filopodia18, 19and membrane ruffling.20  Cells expressing oncogenic Ras/Rho proteins 

are thought to have the protein trapped in its active form.  When cells contain Ras/Rho 

 

 

 
Figure 1.1. Protein-protien interactions involved in the localization of Rho/Ras proteins.1 
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proteins that are trapped in their active form they display the above phenotypes and are 

predisposed to proliferate more quickly than cells expressing Ras/Rho proteins that are 

not stuck in thier active state. This increase in proliferation promotes tumor growth. 

 

1.2.3  The Role of Ras Proteins in Cancer Growth and Proliferation 

 

Endogenous levels of Ras proteins are 2-10 fold higher in 50% of all tumors 

compared to control tissue.21 Because overexpression of Ras is suspected to be involved 

in many cancers, researchers are developing ways to inhibit Ras proteins from signaling 

cell proliferation and growth. Disruption of Ras signaling pathways is being attempted 

using several different strategies that target the post-translational processing of Ras. Ras 

must be fully processed in order to substantially participate in cellular signaling. Thus, 

disrupting prenylation, ‘AAX’ proteolysis, or methylation of a Ras protein affects its 

ability to interact with downstream effectors. In turn, the signaling capability of Ras 

proteins that results in cell proliferation is turned off. This principal is validated by 

studies that showed the inhibition of farnesyl pyrophosphate and geranylgeranyl 

pyrophosphate synthesis lowers gene expression in mouse pre-B cells22 and cytoskeletal 

assembly in rat mast cells.23 Furthermore, experimental drugs have also been developed 

whose mechanism of action depends on the blockage of farnesylation.24, 25 These drugs 

reduce but do not eliminate Ras function so they may be useful in conjunction with other 

therapies. Nonetheless, disrupting the post-translational modification of Ras in order to 

treat Ras related cancers is a promising strategy for cancer therapy.  
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Many Ras effectors require that Ras be associated with the plasma membrane26 or 

the Golgi26, 27 in order for binding to occur. The ability for Ras proteins to associate with 

membranes is processing dependant. Unprenylated Ras does not associate with 

membranes at all and only 20% of prenylated, unprocessed Ras binds to cellular 

membranes.28 In comparison, up to 80 % of processed Ras is found bound to cellular 

membranes.  Inhibiting prenylation stops Ras proteins from associating with membranes 

which in turn inhibits the possibility of Ras interacting with downstream effectors that 

transmit signals to stop cell growth and proliferation.29 Because only 20% of prenylated 

unprocessed Ras binds membranes,28 preventing proteolysis of ‘AAX’ residues of 

endogenously prenylated proteins is also regarded as a promising approach for the 

treatment of Ras cancers.30 Excision of the gene responsible for the production of Rce1, 

the enzyme responsible for proteolysis of prenylated proteins, has been shown to reduce 

Ras induced transformation of cell colonies.31 This reduction in growth is further reduced 

upon addition of a farnesyl transferase inhibitor. These results provide evidence that a 

cocktail of drugs may be a promising strategy to treat Ras cancers. 

 

1.2.4 Localization of Ras Proteins Dependant on Enzymatic Processing and 

Prenylation State 

 

In order to more effectively create a cocktail of drugs that targets both the 

prenylation and processing of Ras proteins, more needs to be known about how these 

enzymatic processes unfold (Figure 1.2). This task begins with understanding how 

prenylation effects the intracellular localization of proteins. Ras proteins are prenylated 
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by prenyl transferases in the cytosol.32 After the addition of the hydrophobic prenyl 

moiety association with other proteins, guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitors (GDIs), 

is required for transport to the endomembranes around the nucleus. The GDP-GTP 

binding cycle of Ras proteins determines whether GDIs carry prenylated Ras proteins to 

the endomembrane or keeps them inactive in the cyctosol. Once a Ras protein is 

converted to its GTP bound active form by GTPase activating proteins (GAPs), GDIs 

transport prenylated Ras proteins to the endomembrane system.26 Once at the 

endomembrane, which contains the ER, prenylated Ras proteins are then acted on by  

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Protein prenylation and processing. 
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other enzymes including isoprenyl cysteine carboxyl methyltransferase (ICMT),33 Ras-

converting enzyme 1,30, 31 and protein palmitoyltransferase (PPMT).26 The processing by 

these other enzymes leads to changes in the function and localization of the Ras protein 

which affect downstream signaling events that may lead to cancer upregulation.  

Experiments presented in chapters 2-4 of this work discuss the development of 

cell-penetrating peptides that are substrates for prenyl transferases, RCE1, and ICMT. 

Tracking the processing of these peptides through their localization in live cells and the 

quantification of the amounts of prenylated, proteolyzed and methylated versions of these 

peptides at given times will give more incite to the efficiency of these processes. 

 

 

1.3  Cell Penetrating Peptides 

 

1.3.1  Methods for Cellular Transduction 

 

 The effectiveness of drugs are usually determined in vitro before moving on to 

more complicated in vivo experiments. Because most drugs are designed to target 

biomolecules like proteins or DNA, which reside inside of cells, they must first cross the 

plasma membrane before they can reach their targets. Thus while a drug may exhibit 

excellent activity in vitro, it may be rendered ineffective due to its cellular 

impermeability. Different ways to test the effectiveness of cell impermeable drugs 

include microinjection34 and electroporation.35 These methods may prove useful for 

determining the in vivo effectiveness of a drug but are often impractical because of their 
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invasive nature, propensity to damage cellular membranes and the tedious nature of their 

execution. In addition, using these methods therapeutically is unreasonable since every 

cell is treated individually. A useful method to bypass these multiple limitations is to 

attach drugs to cell-penetrating molecules such as CPPs.  

 

1.3.2  The Discovery of Cell Penetratin Peptides: Penetratin and TAT 

 

In the 1990’s, two high-profile proteins, Trans-Activating Transcriptional 

Activator and Antennapedia, were discovered to have cell-penetrating properties.36 After 

this discovery, researchers looked to uncover what sequences in these proteins were 

responsible for their membrane translocation abilities through SAR studies. Through 

these studies they discovered that the amino acid sequences crucial for the uptake of these 

proteins were only 113 (from Trans-Activating Transcriptional Activator) or 162 (from 

Antennapedia) residues long (Table 1.1). These peptides were named TAT and 

penetratin. Next researchers began attaching these peptides to molecules (cargo) that they 

wanted to gain cellular entry. This included fluorophores to study the location of these 

peptides and drugs to see if they exhibit effects upon cellular entry.37 Both TAT and 

penetratin seemed useful for these purposes due their low toxicity,38-40 controlled 

administration,41 and ability to drag cargo across membranes. With their success early on 

and because the implications of using this new method for drug delivery was so large, 

other peptides began to be examined to see if they had cell penetrating abilities.  

 

1.3.3  Other Natural and Artificial CPP Sequences 
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Following the discovery of the cell penetrating ability of peptide domains from 

Trans-Activating Transcriptional Activator and Antennapedia, other proteins were 

analyzed to see if they had protein transduction domains responsible for cellular 

internalization. Several proteins where found to have domains with intrinsic cell 

penetrating ability, including domains from Herpes simplex virus type 1 protein (HSV-

1),4 galanin protein,5 and the PreS2 domain6 from the hepatitis-B virus surface antigens.42 

Interestingly CPPs derived from each of these domains were shown to target different 

areas of the cell upon their entry. Now cargos could be attached to specific peptides 

intended to target specific areas (such as the cytosol) or organelles (such as the nucleus or 

mitochondria). Targeting induced by attachment to CPPs sometimes enhances the activity 

of its attached cargo.43, 44 This strategy is further advanced by adding additional peptide 

sequences that target specific types of cells (cell-targeting peptides).36 In end this creates 

a strategy that targets specific organelles in specific tissues. 

Work has also been done to identify possible CPPs that were not derived from 

natural protein domains. This led to the discovery of other CPPs such the proline-rich 

sweet arrow peptide11, 45 and oligoarginines such as Arg9.
13 These peptides were 

particularly useful because both D and L-versions of these peptides showed the same 

cell-penetrating ability. Using peptides composed of all D-amino acids make them more 

resistant to proteolysis upon cellular entry.11 Once non-natural cell penetrating peptide 

sequences were identified other researchers including Langel et al. created computer 

simulations to predict the cell penetrating ability of peptide sequences based on their 

similarity in sequence identity to known CPPs. 46, 47 With such a multitude of CPPs to  
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CPP Sequence Reference 

Antennapedia RQIKIWFQNRRMKWKK 2 

TAT YGRKKRRQRR 3 

HSV1 114 amino acid sequence 4 

Galanin GWTLNSAGYLLG 5 

PreS2 PLSSIFSRIGDP 6 

Sweet arrow peptide VRLPPPVRLPPPVRLPPP 11 

Arg9 RRRRRRRRR 13 

Pep-1 KETWWETWWTEWSQPKKKRKV 16 

 

Table 1.1. Common cell penetrating peptides and their amino acid sequence. 

 

choose from, scientists are now able to pick which peptides they want to use based on 

experimental requirements.  

 

1.3.4  Cellular Internalization of Large and Small Molecules  

  

CPPs have been used to deliver a variety of molecules across cell membranes and 

the blood brain barrier. The type of cargo CPPs bring across cell membranes range from 

small molecules like drugs and fluorophores48 to much larger molecules like 

nanoparticles49 and oligonucleotides. They aid in the cellular internalization of biological 

molecules like antibodies, proteins, and liposomes as well as nanoparticles like quantum 

dots.  Coupling CPPs to cargo is a strategy used to study many different types of 
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problems.  In some cases CPPs are used to help determine the therapeutic value of the 

cargo while in other cases the cargo may be used to study cellular processes. The large 

number of distinct organelles various CPPs can target combined with the assortment of 

cargoes that can easily be attached to CPPs have made CPPs a powerful tool for in vivo 

studies. 

 

1.3.5  Peptide Requirements for Cell Penetrating Ability 

  

 Because the first CPPs were discovered in the early nineties, the number of 

peptides known to exhibit cell penetrating ability has dramatically increased. From these 

discoveries two key characteristics have been defined that lead to cell-penetrating ability: 

positive charge and hydrophobicity.50 Nearly all CPPs have a combination of these two 

characteristics. Differing the amounts of each of these properties can lead to increases 

and decreases in cell-penetrating ability. Peptides that have both a hydrophobic 

component and a positively charged component show changes in uptake depending on 

the space between the differing components.51, 52 Positively charged residues such as 

arginine or lysine are thought to attract the peptide to the negatively charged sulfate 

residues on the outer plasma membrane. Hydrophobic residues such as proline are 

thought to aid in internalization by interacting with similarly hydrophobic lipid chains 

that compose the inner portion of the plasma membrane. Because each characteristic can 

contribute to uptake, the most efficient cell penetrating molecules have both hydrophobic 

and positively charged regions. 
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1.3.6  Debate on the Mechanism of CPP Uptake 

 

 Initially most cationic CPPs were thought to internalize via ATP-independent, 

non-endocytotic mechanisms.5, 53 This was concluded because fluorescently labeled 

cationic cell-penetrating peptides were observed to localize throughout the cytosol and 

were able to enter cells at low temperatures that normally inhibit endocytosis. These 

initial results were reconsidered because they were done on fixed cell samples.54, 55 

Fixing cells was shown to disrupt endosomes and to make cell membranes permeable to 

any peptide that was “stuck” to the plasma membrane.56 Analysis on live cell samples 

showed that these fluorescently labeled CPPs localize in perinuclear punctate pockets 

around the nucleus. This type of localization is typical of endocytotic uptake. Also, live 

cell analysis of cells treated with fluorescent CPPs at low temperatures showed very little 

internalization. At peptide treatments greater than 10 µM, multiple types of localization 

are observed on live cells.57, 58 The amounts of each type of localization also can depend 

on the type of cells being treated.57 From these more recent results it now looks more 

likely that cationic CPPs like Arg9 enter cells primarily by an endocytotic mechanism at 

low concentrations and multiple mechanisms at higher concentrations.  

Endocytotic uptake is a concern because cargo must escape endosomal entrapment before 

it can access its target. Passive diffusion of CPP conjugates would be the preferred 

method for crossing cellular membranes because endosomal release is not needed before 

cargo can access its target. Passive diffusion through cellular membranes is possible 

when a CPP has characteristics that are compatible with the membrane bilayer. Thus, 

hydrophobic CPPs are more likely to be able to enter through passive diffusion then  
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Figure 1.3. Hydrophobic modifications responsible for increases of passive uptake. 

 

cationic CPPs.  One example of this is the peptide Pep-116 which has 5 hydrophobic 

tryptophan residues in proximity near its N-terminus and 5 positively charges residues at 

its C-terminus. A combination of both hydrophobicity and charge make the peptide enter 

through both diffusion and endocytosis. Also, Pujals et al found that replacing proline 

residues with more hydrophobic silaproline residues appears to increase the amount of 

passive uptake (Figure 1.3).59 Other modifications to CPPs such as stearylation improve 

passive uptake.60 A new type of hydrophobic CPP, prenylated CPPs are discussed in 

chapters 2-3 of this work.  These peptides have also been shown to enter through passive 

diffusion like other hydrophobic CPPs such as Pep-1 and sweet arrow peptide.  

 

   1.4  Non-natural Substrates for Prenyl-Transferases 

 

  1.4.1  Prenyl Transferases 

  

Three enzymes are largely responsible for the transfer of isoprenoids: PGGTase, 

PFTase and Rab GGTase. Both PFTase and PGGTase contain α and β subunits. The α 
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subunits of the two proteins are similar but the β subunits are distinct.61 Both human and 

yeast isoforms of these proteins have been cloned.62-64  RabGGTase is made of multiple 

components, one of which is similar to the combined α and β subunits of PFTase and 

PGGTase.65 The other component is distinct from the other two prenyl transferases. X-

ray crystal structures of these prenyl transferases have been solved bound to both natural 

and non-natural prenyl diphosphates.66-68 This structural information has been crucial to 

the development of prenyl analogs to study both the mechanism and inhibition of 

prenylation. 

 

1.4.2 Use of Non-natural Isoprenoid-diphosphate Analogs to Probe the 

Mechanism of Prenylation 

 

Because prenylated proteins play a key role in many types of cancer, there has 

been much work done to create chemotherapies that aim to inhibit farnesylation. 

Stopping the farnesylation of Ras oncoproteins prevents them from signaling the growth 

and metastasis of cancerous tumors. In order to create effective inhibitors more needs to 

be known about the mechanism of farnesylation. In the course of these mechanistic 

studies many different analogs of isoprenoid diphosphates were synthesized to probe the 

transition state and seterochemical outcomes of farnesylation reactions. These analogs 

included fluorinated,69 isotopically labeled,70 and alkyl substituted71 versions of farnesyl 

diphosphate (Figure 1.4). While these probes provided information about the mechanism 

of farnesylation they also yielded information about the tolerance of PFTase to transfer 
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non-natural isoprenoids.  Not only does PFTase transfer various prenyl diphosphate 

analogs, it transfers them to multiple protein and peptide substrates.  

 

 

The above mechanistic studies looked at what role the prenyl diphosphate 

substrate played in isoprenoid transfer. Other mechanistic research was subsequently 

done to probe which PFTase residues play a role in the mechanism of prenyl transfer. 

Knowing the role of individual residues could provide key information that could lead to 

alternate strategies for inhibiting prenylation by targeting interactions with these specific 

amino acids. To answer this question another series of isoprenoid based probes were 

synthesized that contained photoaffinity tags. The first of these probes were synthesized 

containing a DAFTP group. DAFTP-containing FPP63 and GPP72 analogs were incubated 

with PFTase and were photolyzed to crosslink them to the β subunit of the enzyme. This 

result partially agreed with earlier studies that indicated both the α and β enzyme subunits 

are involved in isoprenoid binding. Later, other isoprenoid-based photoprobes containing 

benzophenone confirmed the result that both subunits were being labeled.73 X-ray crystal  
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Figure 1.5. Photoactive prenyl diphosphate analogues. 

 

structures aided in the determination on how these bulkier analogs bind PFTase.74 Some 

of these photoaffinity isoprenoid analogs, as well as a large numbered of alkyl- and 

fluorine-substituted analogs, were shown to act as substrates or inhibitors of PFTase. So 

photoaffinity analogs, when they map well to parent isoprenoid diphosphates in three 

dimensional spaces, show that the PFTase enzyme can be rather promiscuous in 

transferring non-natural prenyl diphosphates to “CAAX box” containing substrates.  

 

1.4.3 Non-natural Isoprenoids Containing Fluorescent and Biotin 

Functionalities that are Substrates for Prenylating Enzymes 

 

Besides photoaffinity tags other functionalities can also be transferred using prenylating 

enzymes (Figure 1.6). One such enzyme, RabGGTase, transfers isoprenoids to peptides 

and proteins ending in a “CXC” sequence. Waldmann et al. have created several 

fluorescent N-methylanthraniloylisoprenoid diphosphate derivatives (15) that have been  
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Figure 1.6. Fluorescent prenyl transferase inhibitors 15-20 and substrates 15-16.  

 

shown to be substrates for RabGGTase.75 After the fluorescent isoprenoid was transferred 

to a protein ending in “CXC” the localization of the prenylated protein could then be 

tracked over time. Later, other fluorescent isoprenoid pyrophosphate analogs (17-19) 

developed by Wiemer et al. were shown to be inhibitors for PFTase.76 When incubated 

with cells, these analogs were able to cross cellular membranes and were shown to inhibit 

Ras farnesylation upon western blot analysis. Finally, in 2002, Prestwich et al. developed 

the first fluorescent isoprenoid substrate for a prenyl transferase, an all trans-∆∆ GGPP 

(16).77  Waldmann et al also tried to create a isoprenoid that could be used to analyzed the 

prenylation of proteins by attaching a biotinylated tag to an isoprenoid diphosphate 

(20).78, 79 While this analog was shown to bind to PFTase and RabGGTase it was only a 

substrate for the later enzyme. Creating biotinylated prenyl diphosphates that are efficient 

substrates for PGGTase or PFTase could lead to the identification of unknown prenylated 

proteins.  
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1.4.4 Incorporation of Bioorthogal Functionalities in Non-natural PFTase 

Isoprenoid Substrates 

 

The above farnesyl diphosphate analogs were either designed to act as inhibitors 

or as a way to monitor biomolecules after prenyl modification. After these analogs were 

developed, researchers looked for ways to incorporate functional groups into non-natural 

prenyl analogs which could later be used to do further chemical modification. Ideally 

these subsequent reactions would be bioorthogonal so enzymatic prenylation could be 

done in biological samples. Two common bioorthogonal reactions are [3+ 2] azide-

alkyne cycloaddition (click reaction)80 and Staudinger ligation.81 Click reactions proceed 

through the reaction of an alkyne with an azide in the presence of a catalyst. In end this 

creates a stable triazole product. Because neither alkynes nor azides react with functional 

groups in biological molecules they are ideal starting materials for bioorthogonal 

reactions. Alternately, the Staudinger ligation relies on the reaction between an azide and 

a phosphine reagent to provide a linkage through an amide bond. Like click chemistry, 

Staudinger ligation is a commonly used orthogonal strategy.    

Because both of these bioorthogonal reactions require an azide functionality, 

Disfeano et al. and Poulter et al.worked on developing isoprenoid substrates for PFTase 

that contain this functionality (Figure 1.7).82, 83 They created a library of azide containing 

diphosphates which were shown to be substrates for PGGTase or PFTase. After 

incorporation of theses azides into “CAAX box” containing biomolecules, the 

bioconjugate products were tested to see if they could be used for click chemistry or 
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Staudinger ligation. Through these reactions, prenylated proteins and peptides were 

selectively attached to oligonucleotides,84 other proteins,85 resins,86 and nanoparticles that 

were functionalized with alkyne or phosphine moieties. These experiments unveiled a 

powerful new strategy that allows for the attachment of proteins in a controlled manner to 

a wide variety of substrates that include surfaces and multiple types of biomolecules. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.7. Prenyl diphosphate analogs containing alkyne or azide functionalities. 
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Chapter 2. Synthesis and Uptake Experiments on Multifunctional Prenylated 

Peptides Used for in vivo Analysis. 

 

 

 

2.1  Introduction 

 

Protein prenylation is a post-translational modification that consists of the addition of 15 

(farnesyl) or 20 (geranylgeranyl) carbon isoprenoid units to specific cysteine residues 

positioned near the C-terminus of a protein.87-89 Based on labeling experiments with 

tritiated mevalonic acid, the biosynthetic precursor to farnesyl diphosphate and other 

isoprenoids, it has been estimated that 2% of the mammalian proteome is prenylated.90 

Moreover, the types of proteins that contain this modification include all members of the 

Ras superfamily of proteins and the gamma subunits of heterotrimeric G-proteins. Thus, 

essentially all signal transduction pathways involve prenylated proteins. The frequent 

occurrence of this modification, coupled with its crucial role in regulating cellular 

processes has generated intense interest in the enzymology and function of protein 

prenylation. The “CAAX box” (CVLL sequence in this paper) is the recognition 

sequence for prenylation. The mature isoprenylated protein arises from a three-step 

process that consists of prenylation, followed by proteolysis of the “AAX” sequence, and 

methyl esterification of the new C-terminal cysteine. Due to the participation of mutant 
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forms of Ras and related proteins in cancer, there has been intense interest in developing 

inhibitors of the enzymes involved in the prenylation process. The most successful work 

to date has targeted farnesyltransferase, resulting in the development of several drug 

candidates that are in Phase 3 clinical trials.91-93 The proteolytic and methylating enzymes 

also show promise as possible drug targets. Progress has also been made in understanding 

the function of protein prenylation. In some cases, isoprenylation serves to direct 

membrane association,94 while in other situations, the prenyl group is involved in 

mediating protein-protein interactions.95 

Despite the important developments in prenylation research noted above, much remains 

unclear, particularly concerning the biological function of this modification. For example, 

some proteins show different patterns of localization depending, on their prenylation state 

and their C-terminal amino acid sequences.96 Changes in prenylation state have also been 

shown to alter a protein’s biological activity.97 One approach that can be used to 

investigate such issues is to prepare and study synthetic peptides derived from larger 

proteins. Such peptides allow the functions of particular segments of the protein to be 

studied in isolation; they also permit the introduction of synthetic moieties including non-

natural residues, isoprenoid analogues, and spectroscopic probes that can facilitate 

biochemical analysis. To date, several studies have examined the binding of prenylated 

peptides to artificial lipid bilayers98, 99 and to microsomal membranes100 obtained via 

subcellular fractionation, but localization of prenylated peptides in living cells has yet to 

be probed. The purpose of the present studies is to complement such earlier in vitro work 

by developing methodology to prepare prenylated peptides that can be introduced into 

living cells and to examine their distribution therein. 
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Due to the key role of the extensively characterized Rho protein CDC42 in regulating 

cytoskeletal assembly, we chose to study peptides based on its C-terminal sequence. To 

facilitate introduction of these peptides into living cells, we elected to conjugate them to 

the cell penetrating peptide (CPP) sequence known as penetratin, via a disulfide linkage  

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Multifunctional prenylated peptides for analysis in living cells. 

 

that would subsequently be cleaved in the reducing environment of the targeted cells. 

However, because the resulting peptides contain two cysteine residues (one for penetratin 

attachment and the other as the site of prenylation), it was necessary to devise an 

orthogonal protecting group strategy that would enable the two thiols to be differentiated. 
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Here we describe the synthesis of a series of peptides (Figure 2.1) based on the C-

terminus of CDC42 that are functionalized with varying isoprenoids, along with a 

fluorophore and a penetratin sequence (1c, 2c and 3c). The peptides were synthesized as 

C-terminal amides to provide enhanced stability while retaining the neutral charge state 

of the C-terminal methyl ester present in naturally prenylated peptides. A second series of 

fluorescently labeled prenylated peptides lacking the penetratin group was also prepared 

(1a, 2a and 3a), along with a peptide containing a complete CVLL “CAAX box” 

sequence (4). Furthermore, a fluorescently labeled version of penetratin (5) was 

synthesized as a control. 

Flow cytometry and confocal microscopy of living cells in conjunction with in 

vitro fluorescence measurement were then used to probe the entry and localization of 

these peptides. Interestingly, the presence of a farnesyl or geranylgeranyl group caused 

these peptides to target to the perinuclear region within the cell, in a similar fashion to 

what has been observed with the parent protein CDC42.101, 102 In the course of these 

experiments, it was observed that the prenylated peptides lacking the penetratin group 

could also enter the cell and localize in a perinuclear fashion; this includes a peptide 

containing a complete “CAAX box”. However, in those latter cases, the mechanism of 

entry appears to be different than for those peptides functionalized with penetratin. In 

summary, the methodology reported here has allowed us to prepare peptides containing 

natural and non-natural modifications that can be introduced into living cells. Moreover, 

these peptides should provide a means for studying the enzymatic processing, including 

proteolysis and methylation, of prenylated species in living cells. 
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2.2  Research Objectives 

 

The principle aim of this research was to create cell penetrating peptides which 

could be used in future studies to determine the role prenylation plays in intracellular 

localization of prenylated molecules. To accomplish this a prenylated peptide based of 

the C-terminus of a naturally prenylated protein was attached via a disulfide linkage to a 

known cell-penetrating peptide, penetratin. Prenylated CDC42 peptides not attached to 

penetratin and non-prenylated CDC42 peptides were made to serve as comparative 

controls. All of these peptides were tested to see if they could enter cells. After entry was 

confirmed, additional studies were performed to determine their mechanism of entry. 

 

2.3  Results  

 

2.3.1  Synthesis of Cysteine-Alkylated CDC42 C-terminal Peptides  

For our initial strategy, we planned to synthesize farnesylated peptide 8 by 

prenylation of peptide 7 derived after manipulation and cleavage of the peptide-resin 6. 

Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) was chosen as the fluorescence reporter because of its 

reasonable cost, high fluorescence, and ready reactivity with primary amines via the 

isothiocyanate group. Thus, after selective on-resin removal of the Dde protecting group 

from the N-terminal Ac-Lys with anhydrous hydrazine (Scheme 2.1), FITC (3 eq.) in the 

presence of DIEA (6 eq.), was coupled onto the lysine side-chain (1 eq.) to install a 
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thiourea-linked fluorophore. Final deprotection with Reagent K gave an orange peptide 

(7), in which one cysteine remains protected with the Acm group, while the free thiol of 

the second cysteine side-chain is available for alkylation.  

1. NH2NH2, DMF (1:9)
2. FITC, DIEA, DMF
3. Reagent K
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Scheme 2.1. Initial strategy for synthesis of fluorescent prenylated peptides labeled via 
FITC modification. Although 8 elutes as a single peak in HPLC analysis, it is likely that 
it is an isomeric mixture of the structure shown and is the isomer containing the farnesyl 
group on the thiourea sulfur atom. 

 

Interestingly, alkylation of the deprotected thiol in this peptide with farnesyl bromide in 

the presence of Zn(OAc)2 always resulted in mixtures of mono- (8) and dialkylated 
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products (9) as determined by ESI-MS, even when only one equivalent of farnesyl 

bromide was added slowly to the peptide. Since it has been reported previously that Zn2+- 

 

 

 

Scheme 2.2. Revised strategy for the synthesis of fluorescent prenylated peptides labeled 

via 5-FAM incorporation. 

 

catalyzed thiol alkylation under acidic conditions does not result in sulfonium ion 

formation103 (dialkylation of a single Cys), it was concluded that a second site in the 

peptide was undergoing alkylation at a rate that was competitive with alkylation of the 

free thiol of the C-terminal cysteine. While the most likely second site is the thiourea 

moiety linking fluorescein and the peptide (as suggested by peptide 9), we were unable to 

conclusively confirm the position of the second alkylation site by MS/MS sequence 

analysis due to complex fragmentation of the bis-alkylated peptide. To circumvent the 

dialkylation side reaction, FITC was replaced by 5-carboxyfluorescein (5-FAM) (Scheme 
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2.2) resulting in a fluorophore that was linked via an amide bond in lieu of a thiourea. As 

before, peptide-resin 6 was treated with anhydrous NH2NH2 to remove the orthogonal 

Dde protecting group, and this was followed by acylation of the resulting amine with 5-

FAM using DIC and HOBt to produce peptide-resin 10.  Cleavage from the resin and 

global deprotection afforded 11, that was subsequently alkylated with a prenyl bromide to 

yield 1a or 2a. In contrast to what was observed with peptide 7 where the fluorescein was 

linked via a thiourea, peptide 11 yielded only the monoalkylated products 1a or 2a, with 

no trace of dialkylated side products. Thus, peptides 1a and 2a were efficiently prepared 

for use in cellular experiments, as well as for subsequent conversion to 1c and 2c. The 

methylated analogue (3a) was prepared by direct incorporation of S-methyl cysteine (via 

Fmoc-Cys(Me)-OH) during SPPS, since the S-methyl derivative lacks the acid lability 

characteristic of prenylated peptides. The geranylgeranylated peptide containing a full 

length “CAAX box” (4) was prepared in a similar fashion to that described for 2a. 

Next, for the preparation of 1c-3c, it was necessary to unmask the Acm-protected 

cysteine present in 1a-3a so that penetratin could be linked via a disulfide bond. Multiple 

attempts using mercuric acetate,104 the standard method for Acm removal, to accomplish 

this transformation were unsuccessful. These results are likely due to the presence of the 

alkene functional groups in the isoprenoid moiety that might readily undergo 

oxymercuration. A revised strategy was chosen in which the Acm protecting group was 

transformed into a more active Scm derivative (Scheme 2.3).105 Conversion of Acm to 

Scm has the advantage of directly activating the thiol of cysteine to a species that can be  
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Figure 2.2. Reversed-phase HPLC analysis monitoring the progress of Acm to Scm 
conversion in a geranylgeranylated C-terminal CDC42 peptide. Gradient: 20-60% 
CH3CN over 60 min. Chromatogram (1): Peptide 2a (tR = 32.5 min) before the addition 
of CH3O(CO)SCl. Chromatogram (2): A mixture of Acm and Scm protected peptides 2a 
and 2b 1 h after CH3O(CO)SCl was added. Chromatogram (3): Complete conversion of 
Acm-protected peptide 2a to Scm-modified peptide 2b (tR = 33.5 min). 

 

used to form an unsymmetrical disulfide between the prenylated peptide and penetratin 

12. Initial reactions on prenylated derivative 1a involved dissolving the peptide in 

MeOH/CH3CN mixtures and treating with CH3O(CO)SCl from a stock solution in 

MeOH. Although conversion of Acm to Scm was observed, the reaction was not reliably 

reproducible. From model studies on Boc-Cys(Acm)-OH, it was determined that the 

MeOH stock solutions of CH3O(CO)SCl rapidly lost activity (data not shown). In 
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contrast, stock solutions of CH3O(CO)SCl in CH3CN are completely stable, and active 

for at least one day. Thus, to reproducibly effect the Cys(Acm) to Cys(Scm) conversion, 

alcohol-containing solvents must be avoided and the reaction should be performed in 

DMF/CH3CN solvent mixtures. It was also found that the use of excess CH3O(CO)SCl 

resulted in cleavage of thioether-linked isoprenoids to Cys(Scm). However, this side 

reaction was avoided by careful titration of the CH3O(CO)SCl reagent into the reaction, 

with monitoring by RP-HPLC. An analysis of a typical example of this Cys(Acm) to 

Cys(Scm) conversion is presented in Figure 2.2. Chromatogram 1 shows a pure sample of 

starting peptide 2a, chromatogram 2 shows a sample from the reaction at intermediate 

conversion and chromatogram 3 shows the reaction upon completion where the only 

significant species present is the Scm-protected peptide 2b. This approach was employed 

to prepare the Scm-protected peptides 1b-3b. 

 

 

Scheme 2.3. Strategy for linking penetratin to fluorescent prenylated peptides. 
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Figure 2.3. Reversed-phase HPLC analysis monitoring the progress of penetratin 
conjugation to a Scm-protected farnesylated C-terminal CDC42 peptide. Gradient: 0-60% 
CH3CN over 60 min.  Chromatogram (1): Penetratin (12) (tR = 29.0 min) and peptide 1b 
(tR = 45 min) 24 h after the addition of Zn(OAc)2, pH 2. Chromatogram (2):  Formation 
of penetratin-modified peptide 1c (tR = 40 min) 24 h after adjusting to pH 5.2 

 

Next, the preparation of the desired penetratin-linked prenylated peptides was 

undertaken, using the activated Scm-containing peptides described above. Initial attempts 

to form the desired unsymmetrical disulfides that link penetratin to the prenylated 

peptides involved dissolving a Cys(Scm)-containing peptide in phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, 

and then adding a solution of penetratin analogue 12 dissolved in 0.10% aqueous TFA. 

The solvents were carefully degassed, and the reaction was carried out under a N2 

atmosphere. The only peptides that were identified under those conditions were unreacted 

12 and its related symmetrical disulfide dimer, while the Cys(Scm)-containing peptide 
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appeared to have undergone decomposition. The instability of Cys(Scm)-containing 

peptides in phosphate buffer was confirmed by dissolving prenylated peptide 1b in buffer 

and monitoring by RP-HPLC. Complete decomposition was observed within 15 min 

(data not shown). The decomposition in phosphate near neutral pH was  surprising, since 

Cys(Scm)-containing peptides are stable in 0.10% aqueous TFA for several days, and 

acidic reaction mixtures containing them can be evaporated to dryness without ill effect. 

Thus, it appeared reasonable to explore acidic conditions for forming the desired 

disulfide. When Cys(Scm)-containing peptide 1b and penetratin analogue 12 were 

reacted in the presence of Zn2+ in 0.10% aqueous TFA, pH 2, a small amount of desired 

unsymmetrical disulfide 1c was observed. Unfortunately, after the initial burst of product 

formation, the reaction stopped and no additional 1c appeared, even after long reaction 

times. However, after the pH was raised into the range of 5.0-5.3 by titration with 0.10 N 

NaOH, the reaction rapidly proceeded to completion. No disulfide scrambling or air 

oxidation of cysteine was observed under these mildly acidic reaction conditions. An 

analysis of such a reaction is presented in Figure 2.3. Chromatogram 1 shows the reaction 

after 24 h at pH 2; a small burst of product initially forms and then the reaction stops. 

After the adjusting to pH 5.2, the reaction is essentially complete in 24 h (Figure 2.3, 

Chromatogram 2). This procedure was employed for the synthesis of three penetratin-

linked peptides (1c-3c) containing S-farnesyl, S-geranylgeranyl and S-methyl 

modifications. With the synthesis of the desired prenylated peptide conjugates completed, 

we next proceeded to examine the in vivo distribution of these molecules. 
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2.3.2 Quantitative Uptake of Modified -KKSRRC-NH2 Peptides.  To evaluate the 

cellular uptake of the synthetic peptides prepared above, two methods were employed. 

Initially, this was accomplished by treating HeLa cells with each peptide over a range of 

concentrations, followed by washing, cell lysis, and quantitation of the internalized 

peptide via fluorescence spectroscopy. Using this method all peptides with the exception 

of 3a were able to enter cells at concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 3.0 µM. While the 

entry of the penetratin conjugates was expected, the uptake of the geranylgeranylated 

CDC42 peptide (2a) lacking any penetratin moiety was surprising. In order to ensure the 

observed uptake of prenylated peptides using this method was not merely due to peptide 

adsorption to plasma membranes, internalization was also measured using an alternative 

method where the cells were trypsinized prior to uptake analysis by flow cytometry. 

Trypsin digests and hence removes any peptide bound to the cell surface, thus allowing 

for the quantitation of only internalized peptide.56 Analysis of peptide concentrations in 

non-trypsinized cell samples (Figure 2.4) showed that incorporation of the 

geranylgeranylated CDC42 peptide without penetratin (2a) was comparable to that of the 

same peptide conjugated to penetratin (2c) at 0.3 µM and 1.0 µM; at 3.0 µM, the cellular 

uptake of 2a was actually higher than that of 2c. Such nonlinear changes in uptake at 

higher concentrations have been reported for other cationic cell-penetrating molecules.57 

Analysis using trypsinized cell samples treated with 1.0 µM peptide showed 5-FAM  
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Figure 2.4. Uptake of 5-FAM labeled peptides in HeLa cells evaluated by fluorescence 
spectroscopy. Cells were treated with peptide at different concentrations (0, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 
3.0 µM) for 1 h, washed, and lysed in RIPA buffer. The fluorescence of the lysates was 
then normalized against the amount of protein in the sample. Each experiment was 
performed in triplicate and the results are expressed as the mean relative fluorescence ± 
standard deviation. 

 

labeled penetratin (5) entered cells 5-fold more than geranylgeranylated CDC42 peptide 

2a (Figure 2.5). Interestingly peptide 2c, which has both penetratin and geranylgeranyl 

moieties, entered cells 2-fold more than any of the other peptides examined suggesting 

that the effects of having an isoprenoid and a penetratin group may be additive. Thus, 

while these results indicate that some nonspecific surface adsorption occurs for the 

prenylated peptide 2a, that peptide is clearly capable of gaining entry into cells even 

through it lacks the penetratin substructure.  
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Figure 2.5. Uptake of CPPs in HeLa cells at 37 ºC determined by flow cytometry. After 
incubation with peptide (1.0 µM), the cells were trypsinized and washed to remove any 
surface-bound peptide. Each bar represents the geometric mean fluorescence of 10,000 
cells counted by FACS analysis and each experiment was performed in triplicate and the 
results are expressed as the mean relative fluorescence ± standard deviation. 

 

2.3.3  Cellular Internalization of Modified -KKSRRC-NH 2 Peptides  

To gain a better understanding of the mechanism of entry of these peptides into cells 

and their distribution, confocal microscopy experiments were performed. As noted above, 

studies were performed in parallel with a fluorescently labeled penetratin peptide lacking 

the CDC42 sequence (5) to provide a benchmark for comparison. Figure 2.6 shows 

several confocal microscope images (of fixed cells) obtained after treating cells with 

different peptides. In each case, HeLa cells were treated with a given peptide for 1 h 

followed by washing to remove unincorporated probe. Cells were treated with two 

additional fluorescent markers in order to visualize the nucleus (blue) and cell membrane  
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(red), and then examined by confocal microscopy to observe the localization of the 

peptide (green). 

 

Figure 2.6 Confocal microscope images of fixed cells showing the uptake of CPPs in 
HeLa cells. After incubation with peptide (1.0 µM), the cells were washed, fixed, treated 
with ProLong Gold to limit fluorescence fading, and imaged.  Panel A: 5-FAM labeled 
penetratin peptide 5 treated at 37 ºC. Panel B: 5-FAM labeled penetratin peptide 5 treated 
at 4 ºC. Panel C: Geranylgeranylated peptide 2a treated at 37 ºC. Panel D: 
geranylgeranylated peptide 2a treated at 4 ºC. Panel E: methylated penetratin linked 
peptide 3c treated at 37 ºC. Panel F: “CAAX box” containing peptide 4 treated at 37 ºC. 
Hoechst 34850 blue DNA staining dye was used to stain the nucleus blue, wheat germ 
agglutinin Alexa Fluor 488 was used to stain the plasma membrane red, and peptides 
were visualized as green. Orange staining is due to colocalization of green peptide with 
red plasma membrane dye. Bars in the lower corners of the images represent a distance of 
20 microns. 
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Panel A in Figure 2.6 shows the results observed with HeLa cells treated with the 

fluorescently labeled penetratin control peptide (5). That peptide manifested a punctate 

pattern of green fluorescence within the cell that is characteristic of endocytic entry. 

Interestingly, treatment of cells with the farnesylated CDC42 peptide conjugated to 

penetratin (1c) produced a diffuse distribution of green fluorescence within the cells, 

accompanied by some punctate fluorescence (See appendix, A1). In contrast, treatment of 

cells with the methylated CDC42 peptide conjugated to penetratin (3c) produced a 

punctate pattern of fluorescence exclusively (Figure 2.6, Panel E) similar to that of the 

simple penetratin peptide (5). These two results indicated that the presence of the 

isoprenoid moiety was playing a central role in controlling the observed localization of 

the internalized peptides. Finally, treatment of cells with the geranylgeranylated CDC42 

peptide (2a) that retained the Acm protecting group, and hence was not conjugated to 

penetratin (Figure 2.6, Panel C), resulted in an intense diffuse distribution of green 

fluorescence within the cells localized to the perinuclear region. Similar, although less 

dramatic, results were observed with the Acm-protected farnesylated peptide (1a), but not 

with the corresponding methylated analogue (3a) (data not shown). 

The observation that prenylated peptides lacking a cell penetrating peptide fusion 

could efficiently enter cells, coupled with their non-punctate distribution, suggested that 

their mechanism of cellular uptake might differ from that of penetratin. To investigate 

that possibility, we repeated the experiments described above at lower temperature, since 

it has been well established that endocytic uptake is inhibited at 4°C. Treatment of HeLa 
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cells with the fluorescently labeled penetratin control peptide (5) at 4°C showed no green 

fluorescence within the cells (Figure 2.6, Panel B).  Instead, the green peptide remained 

on the surface of the cells, colocalizing with the red plasma membrane marker producing 

an orange color at the plasma membrane (See also appendix A1). In contrast, treatment of 

HeLa cells at 4°C with the geranylgeranylated CDC42 peptide (2a) lacking the penetratin 

moiety showed substantial uptake of the peptide (Figure 2.6, Panel D); essentially, the 

behavior of this peptide was identical at the two different temperatures, suggesting that it 

does not enter through an endocytic pathway via depletion of intracellular ATP. To 

confirm that conclusion, cellular uptake was also examined in the presence of rotenone 

and 10 mM 2-deoxyglucose, which are known to inhibit processes that are energy 

dependent including endocytosis.106 Treatment of HeLa cells with the fluorescently 

labeled penetratin control peptide (5) in the presence of rotenone and 10 mM 2-

deoxyglucose resulted in no uptake, whereas significant uptake was observed with the 

geranylgeranylated peptides 2a and 4. (See appendix A2). 

Recent reports have surfaced which indicate that fixing cell samples can in some 

cases render the cells more permeable to penetrating molecules.56 Since the microscopy 

experiments discussed above were completed on fixed cell samples, confocal microscopy 

imaging was also carried out on live HeLa cells treated with prenylated peptide 2a and 

penetratin linked peptide 5. Confocal images of live cells treated with penetratin peptide 

5 at 37 ºC showed perinuclear punctate fluorescence indicative of endocytotic uptake and 

looked identical to fixed samples treated under the same conditions (Compare Figure 2.6, 

Panel A to Figure 2.7, Panel C). Images of ATP-depleted cells that were treated with 

peptide 5 lacked punctate fluorescence, but showed a diffuse green staining throughout 
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the cell that required an increase of laser power for visualization (Figure 2.7, Panel D).  

The intensity of green peptide signal was observed to be significantly less for ATP-

depleted samples incubated with peptide 5. The decrease of internalized peptide 5 in 

ATP-depleted samples was later confirmed by FACS analysis (Figure 2.8). Together 

these observations confirm previous experiments by Letoha et al. who concluded that 

penetratin-linked peptides internalize mainly by an endocytotic mechanism, but can still 

gain entry to a lesser degree by direct transport.107 In contrast, prenylated peptide 2a did 

not show differential localization hinging on whether the treated cells were ATP-depleted 

(Figure 2.7, Panels A and B). The images observed of live cells treated with peptide 2a 

are very similar to those obtained of cells that were fixed after treatment with peptide 

(Compare Figure 2.6, Panel C to Figure 2.7, Panel A). The only observed difference 

between live and fixed images of cells treated with prenylated peptides is an increase in 

green signal intensity for fixed samples. This corresponds to previous results by Richard 

et al. that showed fixing cells treated with CPPs can lead to an increase in cell 

permeability.56 Even though fixing may increase the amount of peptide that internalizes, 

it does not change the phenotypic localization of peptide. Thus, quantitation of CPP 

internalization is more accurately assessed from live cell samples using flow cytometry 

rather than using signal intensities from confocal images. 

The mechanistic conclusions from the above confocal experiments were corroborated 

by results acquired from peptide uptake data obtained via flow cytometry and 

fluorescence measurements. Penetratin-linked peptides 5 and 3c showed significantly less 

cellular uptake in ATP-depleted cell samples compared to non-ATP-depleted controls, 

while geranylgeranylated peptide 2a showed similar levels of internalization regardless of 
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whether the treated cells were ATP-depleted (Figure 2.8A). The changes in the amount of 

peptide internalization are more clearly illustrated in Figure 2.8B which plots the 

difference between uptake under ATP-depleted conditions and uptake under normal (37 

ºC) conditions; negative values in that plot indicate that internalization requires ATP. As  

 

 

Figure 2.7 Live cell images showing the uptake of CPPs in HeLa cells. After 
incubation with peptide (1.0 µM), the cells were washed, and imaged without fixation. 
Panel A: Geranylgeranylated peptide 2a treated at 37 ºC. Panel B: Geranylgeranylated 
peptide 2a treated to ATP-depleted cells. Panel C: 5-FAM labeled penetratin peptide 5 
treated at 37 ºC. Panel D: 5-FAM labeled penetratin peptide 5 treated to ATP-depleted 
cells. Images in panels A-C were taken using the same laser parameters while the image 
in Panel D required higher laser power for visualization. The intensity of the red channel 
in Panel D was also reduced to avoid obscuring the small amount of green fluorescence. 
Wheat germ agglutinin Alexa Fluor 488 was used to stain the plasma membrane red, and 
peptides were visualized as green. Orange staining is due to colocalization of green 
peptide with red plasma membrane dye. Bars in the lower corners of the images represent 
a distance of 20 microns. 
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Figure 2.8. A) Uptake of CPPs in HeLa cells treated at 37 ºC (blue) and under ATP-
depleting conditions (green) obtained by flow cytometry. (B) The difference between 
peptide uptake under ATP-depleted conditions and at 37 ºC. This is calculated by 
subtracting the geometric mean fluorescence of cells treated at 37 ºC from the geometric 
mean fluorescence of cells treated under ATP-depleted conditions. After incubation with 
1.0 µM peptide, the cells were trypsinized and washed to remove any surface-bound 
peptide. Each bar represents the fluorescence of 10,000 cells counted by FACS analysis 
and each experiment was performed in triplicate and the results are expressed as the mean 
relative fluorescence ± standard deviation. 
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expected, large decreases were observed for peptides 5 and 3c consistent with the 

established ATP-dependant mechanism for penetratin-mediated cell entry. In contrast 

peptide 2a shows no similar decrease. Since ATP-depletion affects only endocytotic 

uptake, the above results suggest that prenylated peptides enter cells through a 

mechanism distinct from the endocytotic pathway that has been proposed for penetratin-

linked peptides. The residual uptake observed for penetratin linked peptides 5 and 3c can 

be attributed to a small amount of non-endosomal uptake that has been previously 

reported for penetratin linked molecules.107 Peptide 2c which has both a geranylgeranyl 

and a penetratin moiety showed ATP-depleted cell uptake similar to that of prenylated 

peptide 2a. Thus under ATP-depleting conditions that prevent endocytic uptake, the 

presence of a prenyl group within peptides 2a and 2c is clearly the dominant structural 

feature responsible for the cell penetrating capability of these molecules. 

 

2.3.4  Internalization of a Prenylated Peptide Including an Intact “CAAX 

Box”  

 

Given the interesting result that prenylated CDC42-derived peptides lacking a 

penetratin moiety could freely enter cells, we wanted to determine whether related 

peptides that contain an intact C-terminal “CAAX box” could also be introduced into 

living cells. To study this, a CDC42-derived peptide that included the natural C-terminal 

sequence CVLL was prepared and geranylgeranylated; this peptide lacked the second 
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cysteine present in the other peptides and was hence considerably easier to synthesize. 

Standard SPPS assembly, followed by on-resin labeling with 5-FAM, cleavage, and 

alkylation of the resulting free thiol in the presence of Zn(OAc)2 using geranylgeranyl 

bromide, gave peptide 4. Treatment of HeLa cells with peptide 4 at 1.0 µM, followed by 

confocal microscopy, showed that the peptide was able to enter the cells and that it 

localized in a fashion similar to what was observed with the geranylgeranylated peptide 

lacking the intact “CAAX box” (2a) (Figure 2.6, compare Panels F and C). Similar 

experiments performed at 4°C and under ATP-depleted conditions showed that the 

peptide was still able to enter the cells, suggesting a non-endocytic mechanism for 

cellular uptake (See  appendix, A1 and A2). Interestingly the distribution of 4 appears 

more diffuse than that of 2a. This probably reflects the more polar nature of 4 compared 

to 2a since the C-terminus of 4 is anionic (carboxylate) whereas that of 2a is neutral 

(amide). The greater polarity of 4 would then result in less dramatic partitioning between 

the cytosol and internal membranes compared with 2a. 

 

2.4  Discussion 

 

Previous studies have shown how prenylated peptides localize in natural 100 and 

artificial membranes.98, 99 Such studies showed what types of membranes bind prenylated 

peptides, but did not allow examination of the subcellular localization of prenylated 

peptides in live cells, or their processing therein. The goal of the work reported here was 

to develop synthetic methods for the preparation of multifunctional prenylated peptides, 
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and to demonstrate that they could be introduced into living cells and visualized by 

fluorescence techniques. 

The peptide sequence used in this work, -KKSRRC-NH2, is based on the C-terminal 

hexapeptide from fully processed CDC42, a small GTP binding protein from the Ras 

superfamily that is involved in regulation of cytoskeletal assembly. This peptide, when 

prenylated, is known to bind to the effector protein RhoGDI.108 Thus, this peptide 

sequence was chosen to facilitate studies of prenylation and its role(s) in biological 

systems. 

The syntheses of the desired multifunctional peptides 1a-3a and 1c-3c contained 

several design challenges. Once the linear peptide sequence was synthesized, it was 

necessary to achieve three subsequent modifications. First, the C-terminal cysteine 

needed to be prenylated, and second, a fluorophore needed to be attached so that the 

peptide could be visualized. Third, it was thought that a CPP sequence would be needed 

in order to traverse the cell membrane. In order to accommodate these modifications, two 

amino acids were added to the N-terminus, and a protection scheme that included three 

dimensions of orthogonality was chosen. Since the all-trans double bonds of the prenyl 

groups are not stable to the acidic final cleavage conditions used in Fmoc-based SPPS, 

these moieties were attached to the peptide in solution subsequent to cleavage from the 

resin.109  Also, to avoid scrambling the disulfide linkage amongst the two cysteines, 

penetratin was added last in the synthetic sequence. To differentiate among the two 

cysteines, orthogonal protection for the cysteine closest to the N-terminus was 

accomplished with an Acm group,104 and for the C-terminal cysteine a Trt group was 

employed. 
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The selective introduction of a fluorophore onto the N-terminal lysine side-chain is best 

accomplished on-resin while the peptide is still fully protected, through the use of 

orthogonal Dde protection.110 Initially, a FITC fluorophore was coupled through a 

thiourea linkage; however this linkage was subject to alkylation during the subsequent 

prenylation reaction (Scheme 2.1). Thus, the fluorescent labeling reagent, FITC, was 

replaced by 5-FAM which resulted in a less problematic amide linkage to the Lys side-

chain. Following installation of the fluorophore and subsequent cleavage from the resin, 

the thiol group on the C-terminal cysteine was prenylated with Zn2+
 catalysis using the 

elegant procedure developed by Naider and coworkers;109 these conditions have been 

shown to not disturb the all-trans alkene stereochemistry present in prenyl groups, and 

they allow the Acm protected cysteine to remain masked. 

With the peptide containing the prenyl group selectively installed on the desired 

cysteine, attention was next focused on linking the penetratin moiety to the second 

cysteine. Initially, it was envisioned that the Acm group would be deprotected to produce 

a free thiol that could then be reacted with an activated form of penetratin to produce the 

desired disulfide-linked peptides. However, efforts to remove the Acm group with Hg2+ 

were unsuccessful, probably due to additional reactions with the alkenes present in the 

isoprenoid moiety. To circumvent this problem, the Acm element was converted to the 

more reactive Scm group via treatment with CH3O(CO)SCl, following the pioneering 

work of Kamber.111 Investigations by Hiskey and coworkers105 and Kemp et al.112 

suggested that thioethers exhibit a range of reactivity with CH3O(CO)SCl, and our own 

experiments showed that excess sulfenyl chloride reagent converts a prenylated cysteine 

moiety to Cys(Scm). The key finding here is that titration of peptides containing both 
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Cys(Acm) and a prenylated Cys with CH3O(CO)SCl and carefully monitoring by HPLC 

leads to clean conversion to the desired Scm-modified molecules. This methodology for 

selective Acm removal in the presence of allylic thioethers may be generalized to 

peptides that contain multiple cysteines that must be differentiated, including prenylated 

and palmitylated sequences. A further important advantage of this strategy is that it 

results in the production of an activated disulfide that can then be used for direct reaction 

with penetratin; no separate activation of the latter peptide is required. This feature 

enabled the preparation of molecules in which the cell penetrating group (penetratin) is 

conjugated to the target peptide by a cleavable disulfide linker. Internally, cells house a 

reductive environment which is known to cleave disulfide bonds linking penetratin to its 

cargo.113 In contrast to simple fusion proteins (e.g. penetratin fused to the N-terminus of 

the CDC42 peptide) this approach allows for the study of the effects of the peptide 

independently from the effects of penetratin. Even though penetratin is internalized, it has 

been shown to be nontoxic at concentrations well above those employed here.114 

Once the peptides were synthesized, they were tested for uptake into cells. Initially it 

was thought that a cell-penetrating peptide sequence would be needed for cellular uptake 

of these CDC42 C-terminal prenylated peptides. Interestingly, all prenylated peptides 

were able to gain entry into the cells, regardless of whether or not penetratin was 

attached. Imperiali et al. have shown that polybasic sequences followed by a large 

hydrophobic group exhibit cell-penetrating properties.52 The prenylated peptides used in 

the present study have the sequence (KKSRRC-NH2) with multiple positively charged 

lysine and arginine residues and a hydrophobic prenyl chain. Wender et al. have 

thoroughly studied how changing the hydrophobicity and altering the number of Arg 
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residues in a polyarginine-based CPP modulates its cell penetrating properties.13 In those 

studies, peptides with less than six Arg or Lys residues showed little cellular 

internalization. Interestingly the peptide studied in the work reported here has only four 

charged residues but still exhibits large levels of internalization due to the presence of a 

nonpolar isoprenoid; consistent with that requirement, it should be noted that peptide 3a 

which lacked prenyl or penetratin modifications was unable to cross cellular membranes. 

These results demonstrate the importance of prenyl modification of CDC42 C-terminal 

peptides for transversing cellular membranes. Moreover, the molecules reported here 

manifest an additional feature that makes them particularly interesting; peptide 

isoprenylation appears to result in specific subcellular localization to membrane bound 

organelles around the nucleus. While earlier work by Imperiali and coworkers 

demonstrated that cationic peptides functionalized with hydrophobic groups can gain 

entry into cells, those peptides manifested a uniform distribution within the cells. In 

contrast, the prenylated peptides described here show specific localization to the 

perinuclear region of the cell. 

It is also important to point out apparent differences in the internalization mechanisms 

for the peptides described here. Penetratin-linked peptides have been shown to enter cells 

mainly though an energy dependent-pathway.115 Other CPPs have been shown to enter 

cells through both energy-dependent and -independent pathways. The data reported here 

shows that while prenylated peptides conjugated to penetratin may enter cells through 

multiple pathways, the peptides lacking the penetratin moiety clearly enter via an energy-

independent process. This is particularly significant since it allows prenylated peptides to 

be introduced directly into cells, and avoids the potential problem of having them become 
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trapped within the vesicular transport system. Beyond their intended use in studies of 

protein prenylation, the peptides described here may serve as cell penetrating peptides in 

their own right. Compared to polyarginine sequences, penetratin and Tat, the molecules 

reported here are significantly smaller; in fact, they are more similar in size to the 

cholesterol-based synthetic receptors created by Petersen and coworkers.116-118 

In summary, we describe here the synthesis of a series of multifunctional peptides 

based on the C-terminus of CDC42. The molecules include a fluorophore for cellular 

visualization, a cell penetration moiety to facilitate cellular entry, and a prenyl group. 

These peptides readily enter cells and are nontoxic at physiologically relevant 

concentrations. The ability of these peptides to be readily internalized, coupled with their 

lack of toxicity, makes them ideal to probe the relationship between prenyl group 

structure and localization in living cells. Since a prenylated peptide incorporating an 

intact “CAAX box” is also internalized, this molecule makes it possible to follow the 

enzymatic processing of prenylated peptides in living cells. Given the fact that the 

enzymes involved in prenylation and subsequent processing events are important targets 

for the development of therapeutic agents for cancer treatment, the synthetic probes 

reported here should provide significant utility in the drug development process. 

Moreover, the methodology reported here is not limited to the specific peptides described 

herein. Given the large number of prenylated proteins and their crucial role in signal 

transduction pathways, the synthetic strategy described here should enable the 

preparation of peptides with a diverse range of non-natural isoprenoid structures and a 

variety of different sequences.119-122 Finally, it should be noted that prenylated peptides 

are not the only type of post-translational modification that can be prepared using the 
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strategy reported here. The synthesis of cell-penetrating forms of glycosylated and 

phosphorylated peptides also present similar challenges. Introduction of disulfide-linked 

penetratin and other cell penetrating moieties via the mild methods reported here should 

prove to be useful for the preparation of those and many other types of modified peptides. 

 

2.5  Experimental Procedures 

 

2.5.1  Materials and Methods 

 

HeLa cells were the generous gift of Dr. Audrey Minden (Department of Chemical 

Biology, Rutgers University). Petri dishes (35 mm) fitted with microwells (14 mm) and a 

No. 1.5 coverglass were from MatTek Corporation. Wheat germ agglutinin Alexa Fluor 

594 conjugate, ProLong(R) Gold antifade reagent, Hoechst 34850, and DMEM 

(Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium) were from Invitrogen. Fetal bovine serum was 

from Intergen Company. C18 Sep-Pak® cartridges were purchased from Waters. Vydac 

12-Well plates were from Corning Inc. Vydac 218TP54 and 218TP1010 columns were 

used for analytical and preparative RP-HPLC, respectively. All analytical and preparative 

RP-HPLC solvents, water and CH3CN, contained 0.10% TFA; and retention times (tR) 

are based on linear gradients (unless otherwise noted) starting from 100% H2O to 40% 

H2O:60% CH3CN over 60 min. All solvents were of HPLC grade. DIEA and TFA were 

of Sequalog/peptide synthesis grade from Fisher. Fmoc-Cys(Me)-OH was from Bachem 
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and Fmoc-Lys(Dde)-OH was from Nova Biochem. PAL-PEG-PS was from Applied 

Biostems. Preloaded CLEAR-Acid resins were from Peptides International. All other 

reagents were from Sigma Aldrich. In the following procedures, unless determined by 

UV spectroscopy, actual peptide content has not been taken into account. All procedures 

involving fluorescent derivatives were protected from light as much as possible in order 

to avoid bleaching the fluorophore. 

 

2.5.2  Peptide Synthesis 

 

Linear peptides were synthesized by Fmoc-based SPPS on either Applied 

Biosystems 433A or Pioneer automated peptide synthesizers according to manufacturer 

protocols. Peptides were cleaved with freshly prepared Reagent K123 (TFA-phenol-

thioanisole-water-ethanedithiol 82.5:5:5:5:2.5) for 2 h, precipitated with Et2O, and 

centrifuged to form a pellet which was washed with Et2O. Crude peptides were purified 

by RP-HPLC. 

 

2.5.2.1  General Procedure for Cysteine Alkylation: Prenylation of AcK(5-

FAM)C(Acm)KKSRRC-NH 2 (11) to produce 1a and 2a  
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Peptide 11 (1.0 eq.) and Zn(OAc)2·2H2O (5.0 eq.) were dissolved in DMF/1-

butanol/0.10% aqueous TFA (2:1:1, v/v/v) (1.0 mL solvent per 2.0 mg peptide).103 Either 

farnesyl bromide or geranylgeranyl bromide (4.0 eq.) was then added. The reaction was 

monitored by RP-HPLC, and once judged complete (typically 2 h), was diluted with 10 

volumes of 0.10% aqueous TFA, filtered, and purified by RP-HPLC. 

 

2.5.2.2  AcK(5-FAM)C(Acm)KKSRRC(Far)-NH2 (1a) 

 

Reaction scale: 0.014 mmol, yield: 13 mg (54%), purity by RP-HPLC: 95%, tR = 

45 min, deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 1681.8, found 1681.8. 

 

2.5.2.3  AcK(5-FAM)C(Acm)KKSRRC(Ger)-NH2 (2a) 

 

 Reaction scale: 0.010 mmol, yield: 10.5 mg (62%), purity by RP-HPLC: 94%, tR 

= 58 min, deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 1973.1, found 1973.0. 

 

2.5.2.4  AcK(5-FAM)C(Acm)KKSRRC(Me)-NH2 (3a)  
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Peptide 3a was synthesized by the above procedure, except Fmoc-Cys(Me)-OH 

was substituted for Fmoc-Cys(Trt)-OH during chain assembly on PAL-PEG-PS. Reaction 

scale: 0.025 mmol, yield: 19.9 mg (54%), purity by RP-HPLC: 99%, tR = 25 min, 

deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 1491.7, found 1491.9. 

 

2.5.2.5  AcK(5-FAM)AKKSRRC(Ger)VLL (4) 

 

The geranylgeranyl group was introduced onto the appropriate peptide precursor 

as it was for 2a. Reaction scale: 0.012 mmol, yield: 12.7 mg (53%), purity by RP-HPLC: 

98%, tR = 50 min, deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 1749.9, found 1750.3. 

 

2.5.2.6  General Procedure for Conversion of Peptides with Cys(Acm) Side-

chain Protection (1a, 2a and 3a) to Peptides with Cys(Scm) (1b, 2b and 3b) 

 

CH3O(CO)SCl (5.0 µL) was added to CH3CN (0.20 mL) to give a 0.27 M stock 

solution. The Cys(Acm)-containing peptide was dissolved in DMF/CH3CN (1:1, v/v) (1.0 

mL solvent per 1.0 mg of peptide) and the peptide concentration was determined by 

measuring the absorbance of the 5-FAM chromophore (ε492 = 79,000 cm-1M-1, pH 9.0). 

The reaction and stock solution were cooled in an ice bath and 1.0 eq. of CH3O(CO)SCl 

stock solution was added to the reaction. After 1 h, the reaction was analyzed by RP-
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HPLC. The percent conversion of Cys(Acm) to Cys(Scm) was calculated by comparing 

the peak areas of the product and starting peptide peaks (Figure 2.2). Enough additional 

stock CH3O(CO)SCl was then added to complete the reaction, based on the percent 

conversion observed after addition of the first equivalent of CH3O(CO)SCl. The RP-

HPLC monitoring and analysis was repeated after another 1 h of reaction time. If any 

precipitate of the product was observed, enough DMF was added to render the solution 

homogeneous, so as to ensure an accurate HPLC analysis of % conversion [Cys(Scm) is 

more hydrophobic than Cys(Acm), and hence less soluble]. When the reaction was 

judged complete, it was diluted with 10 volumes of 0.10% aqueous TFA, filtered, and 

purified by RP-HPLC. The pooled fractions of product from purification were used 

directly in the next step without concentration or lyophilization. 

 

2.5.2.7  AcK(5-FAM)C(Scm)KKSRRC(Far)-NH2 (1b) 

 

Purity by RP-HPLC: 82%, tR = 46 min, deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 1700.8, 

found 1701.0. 

 

2.5.2.8  AcK(5-FAM)C(Scm)KKSRRC(Ger)-NH2 (2b)  
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Purity by RP-HPLC: 69%, tR = 51 min, deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 1768.8, 

found 1768.6. 

 

2.5.2.9  AcK(5-FAM)C(Scm)KKSRRC(Me)-NH2 (3b)  

 

The crude product was isolated and used in the synthesis of 3c without analytical 

characterization, tR = 27 min. 

 

2.5.2.10 AcK(5-FAM)C(Scm)KKSRRC(Scm)-NH2 

 

In early experiments to convert Cys(Acm) to Cys(Scm) in the Cys(Far)- and 

Cys(Ger)-containing peptides, excess CH3O(CO)SCl was used. A major early-eluting 

contaminant peak (tR = 30 min), observed on RP-HPLC, was isolated and identified as 

the bis(Scm) derivative, in which the Cys(prenyl) group had been cleaved by the excess 

CH3O(CO)SCl to yield Cys(Scm). This bis(Scm) derivative was completely stable in 

0.10% aqueous TFA solutions for at least several weeks. Treatment of peptides 

containing prenylated cysteine residues with CH3O(CO)SCl to yield the corresponding 

Cys(Scm) derivative, followed by treatment with DTT or 2-mercaptoethanol, may prove 

useful as a mild method for removal of prenyl groups from cysteine. Deconvoluted ESI-

MS: calculated 1586.6, found 1586.6. 
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2.5.2.11 General Procedure for Conjugation of AcK(5-

FAM)C(Scm)KKSRRC(prenyl)-NH 2 with Penetratin to Provide Mixed Disulfide 

Peptides (1c, 2c and 3c) 

 

The concentrations of the Cys(Scm)-containing peptides were determined by 

measuring the absorbance of the 5-FAM chromophore (ε492 = 79,000 cm-1M-1, pH 9.0). 

Zn(OAc)2·2H2O (5.8 mg) was dissolved in 1.0 M sodium acetate (1.5 mL, pH 5.4) to give 

a 17 mM Zn2+ stock solution. Penetratin (12) was dissolved in 0.10% aqueous TFA (2.5 

mg/mL, approximately 0.70 mM), and the exact concentration was determined by 

assaying the free thiol content with Ellman’s reagent. Penetratin (1.0 eq.) was added from 

the stock solution to the pooled Cys(Scm)-containing fractions, the reaction mixture was 

cooled in an ice bath, and Zn(OAc)2 (5.0 eq.) from the stock solution was added. Next, 

enough sodium acetate (1.0 M, pH 5.4) was added to bring the overall acetate 

concentration to about 0.067 M, and the pH of the reaction mixture was adjusted to pH 

5.0-5.2 with 0.10 N NaOH. After 15 min, the reaction was analyzed by RP-HPLC, and 

additional penetratin from the stock was added as necessary to drive the reaction to 

completion. When the reaction was judged complete by RP-HPLC analysis (Figure 2.3), 

the pH was adjusted to the range of 2-3 by addition of neat TFA, the mixture was filtered, 

and purified by RP-HPLC. It is important to note that because this is a bimolecular 

reaction, the rate is highly dependent on concentration. For more dilute peptide solutions, 

one may have to wait longer than 15 min to analyze the extent of reaction. UV 
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spectroscopic analysis underestimated the concentration of AcK(5-

FAM)C(Scm)KKSRRC(prenyl)-NH2 relative to penetratin. This is possibly due to the 

instability of the former peptide at pH 9.0. 

 

2.4.2.12 AcK(5-FAM)C(Pnt)KKSRRC(Far)-NH2 (1c) 

 

 Yield: 1.9 mg over 2 steps from 5.2 mg 1a (16%), Purity by RP-HPLC: 95%, tR = 

40 min, deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 3925.1, found 3925.0. 

 

2.4.2.13 AcK(5-FAM)C(Pnt)KKSRRC(Ger)-NH2 (2c) 

 

Yield: 1.3 mg over 2 steps from 8.9 mg 1b (6%), Purity by RP-HPLC: 99%, tR = 

48 min, deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 3993.2, found 3993.2. 

 

2.4.2.14 AcK(5-FAM)C(Pnt)KKSRRC(Me)-NH2 (3c)  

 

Yield: 4.5 mg over 2 steps from 5.0 mg 1c (36%), Purity by RP-HPLC: 97%, tR = 

31 min, deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 3734.9, found 3734.4. 
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2.4.2.15 AcK(5-FAM)C(Acm)KKSRRC-NH2 (11) 

 

The linear sequence was assembled on either PAL-PEG-PS or Rink-amide resin. 

DIC and HOBt were used for coupling to avoid racemization of cysteine.124 The N-

terminal lysine side-chain was orthogonally protected with Dde. Acetic acid was coupled 

in the last instrument cycle to acetylate the N-terminus. The Dde protecting group was 

removed selectively by treating protected peptide-resin (0.05 mmol) in a solid-phase 

reaction vessel with 5.0 mL of anhydrous NH2NH2/DMF (1:9, v/v), for 15 min, followed 

by washing with DMF (5 x 5.0 mL).110  5-FAM (38 mg, 0.10 mmol), DIC (16 mL, 0.10 

mmol) and HOBt (13.5 mg, 0,10 mmol) were dissolved in DMF (2.0 mL) and then added 

to the peptide resin along with DMF washes (2 x 0.5 mL). The coupling reaction was 

allowed to tumble overnight, and then the peptide-resin was washed with DMF (3 x 5.0 

mL) and CH2Cl2 (3 x 5.0 mL), and dried in vacuo. The peptide was cleaved with Reagent 

K123 (TFA-phenol-thioanisole-water-ethanedithiol 82.5:5:5:5:2.5) for 2 h, precipitated 

with Et2O, and centrifuged to form a pellet, which was washed with Et2O. The crude 

peptide was purified by RP-HPLC. Yield: 18-30 mg (24-40%), purity by RP-HPLC: > 

95%, tR = 26 min, deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 1477.6, found 1477.4. 

 

2.4.2.16 5-FAM-CRNIKIWFQNRRnLKWKK (5)  
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The linear peptide was synthesized as for compound 11 except acetic acid was not 

coupled in the last instrument cycle to acetylate the N-terminus. 5-FAM was coupled to 

the N-terminus of side-chain protected peptide-resin, using the same procedure described 

for fluorophore coupling used on compound 11. Purity by RP-HPLC: 97%, tR = 37 min, 

Deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 2674.4, found 2674.4. 

 

2.4.2.17 AcK(5-FAM)AKKSRRCVLL (precursor to 4) 

 

The linear peptide sequence was synthesized using CLEAR-Acid resin,125 and the 

5-FAM fluorophore was coupled to the N-terminal lysine side-chain of otherwise fully 

protected peptide resin as described for compound 11. Purity by RP-HPLC: 99%, tR = 34 

min, deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 1700.9, found 1700.8. 

 

2.4.2.18 CRNIKIWFQNRRnLKWKK (penetratin) (12)   

 

Purity by RP-HPLC: 99%, tR = 29 min, Deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 2316.3, 

found 2316.0. 

 

2.5.3  Geranylgeranyl Bromide64  
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Geranylgeraniol (0.10 g, 0.69 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (4.2 mL). 

Next, polymer-supported PPh3 (0.45 g, 1.438 mmol, 2.0 eq.) was added, and the solution 

was gently shaken. After the addition, the heterogeneous solution turned a light brown 

color. After 30 min, CBr4 (0.27 g, 0.83 mmol, 1.2 eq.) was dissolved in 0.5 mL CH2Cl2 

and added to the mixture via syringe. This solution was stirred for 6 h, after which the 

polymer-supported reagent was removed by filtration and the resulting solution was 

concentrated to yield 0.11 g of geranylgeranyl bromide (89% yield). This crude product 

was stored at -20° C. Just prior to use in the alkylation reaction, the calculated amount of 

geranylgeranyl bromide (4.0 eq. over peptide resin) was purified by solid phase 

extraction on a C18 Sep-Pak® cartridge. The cartridge was first equilibrated with 5% 

CH3CN in water that contained 0.10% TFA. The geranylgeranyl bromide was dissolved 

in 0.50 mL of DMF and applied to the column. The column was then washed with 10 mL 

of equilibration solvent and 10 mL of 50% CH3CN in water that contained 0.10% TFA. 

The geranylgeranyl bromide was then eluted from the column directly into the reaction 

vessel with 5.0 mL DMF. If this solid phase extraction procedure is not done, a large 

amount of disulfide impurity, rather than the desired geranylgeranyl alkylation product, is 

formed in the reaction. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 1.62 (s, 6H), 1.70 (s, 3H), 1.77 

(s, 3H), 1.79 (s, 3H), 2.00-2.16 (m, 12H), 4.04 (d, 1H, J=7.2 Hz), 5.11 (m, 3H) 5.54 (t, 

1H, J=7.2 Hz). 13C NMR-DEPT (CDCl3) δ 16.0, 16.1, 16.2, 17.7, 25.8 (primary), 26.2, 

26.7, 26.8, 29.8, 39.6, 39.7, 39.8, (secondary), 120.6, 123.5, 124.2, 124.4 (tertiary), 

131.4, 135.1, 136.2, 143.7 (quaternary). HR-FAB-MS calculated for C20H33Br [M + 

NH4]
+
 370.21, found 370.21. 
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2.5.4 Determination of Peptide Concentrations for Cell Studies  

 

Stock peptide solutions were diluted using 20 mM Tris buffer, pH 9.0, and DMSO 

so that the final concentration of DMSO was no greater than 0.10% by volume. UV 

absorption of the 5-FAM chromophore was used to determine the concentrations of 

filtered peptide stock solutions (ε492 = 79,000 cm-1M-1, 492 nm, 20 mM Tris·HCl, pH 

9.0).126 

 

2.5.5   Cell culture 

 

 HeLa cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum at 

37 °C with 5.0% CO2.  For all experiments, 2.6 x 104 cells/cm2 were seeded in culture 

dishes and grown for 24 h to approximately 50% confluency. 

 

2.5.6    Confocal Microscopy 

 

 HeLa cells were seeded in 35 mm glass-bottom microwell dishes. 24 h after plating 

cells were washed twice with serum-free DMEM, and incubated for 1 h at 37 °C and 
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5.0% CO2 in serum-free DMEM containing 1.0 µM peptide. Hoechst 34580 was added to 

concentration of 1 µg/mL during the final 20 minutes of incubation, and wheat germ 

agglutinin Alexa Fluor 594 conjugate was added to 5 µg/mL during the final 10 minutes 

of incubation. For ATP depletion, cells were washed twice with glucose-free, serum-free 

DMEM and then incubated for 2 h at 37 °C and 5.0% CO2 in glucose-free, serum-free 

DMEM supplemented with 12 µM rotenone and 15 mM 2-deoxyglucose106. Then 

peptides, Hoechst 34850 and wheat germ agglutinin AlexaFluor 594 conjugate were 

added and cells were incubated as described above. For peptide incubation at 4°C, cells 

were washed twice with chilled serum-free DMEM supplemented with 25 mM HEPES 

(pH 7.3) and incubated with peptide, Hoechst 34850 and wheat germ agglutinin Alexa 

Fluor 594 conjugate as described above at 4°C. After 1 h total incubation, all cells were 

washed twice with PBS. Cells were then either imaged live in serum-free DMEM, or 

cells were fixed for 10 min at room temperature in 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS. 

Coverslips were mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent on 1 mm glass 

microscope slides. Cells were imaged using an Olympus FluoView 1000 confocal 

microscope with a 60X objective with a N.A. of 1.42. The 5-FAM fluorophore was 

imaged using fluorescein settings, Hoechst 34850 was imaged using DAPI settings, and 

wheat germ agglutinin Alexa Fluor 594 conjugate was imaged using Alexa Fluor 594 

settings. All fluorescence and brightfield images were acquired simultaneously. 

 

2.5.7  Quantitation of Cellular Uptake of Fluorescent Peptides Using Cell 

Lysates  
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 Peptide stock solutions in Tris (20 mM, pH 9.0) were prepared so that when the 

peptide (237 µL) was diluted into serum free DMEM (263 µL), the final concentrations 

of peptides would be 0.10, 0.30, 1.0, or 3.0 µM. The dilution kept the amount of Tris 

compared to DMEM constant, regardless of final peptide concentration. Dilution was 

required because of the differential solubility among peptides. HeLa cells (2.6 x 104 

cells/cm2) were seeded in 12 well plates and grown for 20 h to approximately 50% 

confluency. Next, the media was removed and DMEM containing diluted peptide (500 

µL) was added to each well. Cells were treated with each peptide in triplicate and were 

incubated for 1 h at 37 °C in 5.0% CO2. At this time, the peptide-containing media was 

removed, and the wells were washed with PBS (1.0 mL, 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 4.3 

mM Na2HPO4, 1.4 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.3). Next, the cells were lysed with RIPA buffer 

(100 µL, 50 mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.4, 1.0% NP-40, 0.25% Na-deoxycholate, 150 mM NaCl, 

1.0 mM EDTA) and scraped from the wells. The lysates were placed in 1.6 mL 

microcentrifuge tubes and centrifuged (1.0 min, 10,000 g). The fluorescence of the 

supernatant (490 nm excitation, 520 nm emission, 5 nm slit widths) was measured to 

quantitate the amount of internalized peptide. This measurement was then normalized 

against the amount of protein in the sample using the Bradford assay (BioRad) to 

measure the protein concentration. Each experiment was performed in triplicate and the 

results are expressed as the mean relative fluorescence ± standard deviation. 
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2.5.8 Quantitation of Cellular Uptake of Fluorescent Peptides Using Flow 

Cytometry  

 

HeLa cells were seeded in 6-well plates and treated with peptides as described for 

microscopy. After treatment, cells were washed twice with PBS, trypsinized for 5 

minutes, and resuspended to a total volume of 2 mL with DMEM/10% FBS. Cells were 

centrifuged for 5 minutes at 100 x g and resuspended in PBS to a final volume of 2 mL. 

A total of 10,000 events for each sample were analyzed using a BD FACSCalibur (BD 

Biosciences). Each experiment was performed in triplicate and the results are expressed 

as the geometric mean fluorescence ± standard deviation. 

 

2.6 Summary 

 

Protein prenylation is a common post-translational modification present in 

eukaryotic cells. Many key proteins involved in signal transduction pathways are 

prenylated and inhibition of prenylation can be useful as a therapeutic intervention. While 

significant progress has been made in understanding protein prenylation in vitro, we have 

been interested in studying this process in living cells, including the question of where 

prenylated molecules localize. Here, we describe the synthesis and in vivo analysis of a 

series of fluorescently labeled multifunctional peptides, based on the C-terminus of the 

naturally prenylated protein CDC42. A synthetic route was developed that features a key 

Acm to Scm protecting group conversion. This strategy was compatible with acid-

sensitive isoprenoid moieties, and allowed incorporation of an appropriate fluorophore as 
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well as a cell-penetrating sequence (penetratin). These peptides are able to enter cells 

through different mechanisms, depending on the presence or absence of the penetratin 

vehicle and the nature of the prenyl group attached. Interestingly, prenylated peptides 

lacking penetratin are able to enter cells freely through an energy-independent process, 

and localize in a perinuclear fashion. This effect extends to a prenylated peptide that 

includes a full “CAAX box” sequence (specifically, CVLL). Hence, these peptides open 

the door for studies of protein prenylation in living cells, including enzymatic processing 

and intracellular peptide trafficking. Moreover, the synthetic strategy developed here 

should be useful for the assembly of other types of peptides that contain acid sensitive 

functionalities. 
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Chapter 3. Investigation of a Minimal Sequence for Cell-Penetrating Prenylated 

Peptides 

 

 

3.1  Introduction 

 

Prenylation is a post-translational modification resulting in the addition of a 15 

(farnesyl) or 20 (geranylgeranyl) carbon chain near a protein’s C-terminus.87-89 The 1% 

of the proteome that is prenylated127 consists of proteins that end in a specific amino acid 

sequences that flag the proteins for enzymatic modification. Prenyl modification is 

important for the localization of a protein inside of cells and is crucial to the protein’s 

role in cellular signaling. Previously, when studying prenylation’s role in cellular 

localization, we discovered that prenylated peptides have intrinsic cell-penetrating 

properties.128 These previous studies, which are discussed in Chapter 2, determined that 

the prenyl moiety on these peptides was crucial for their internalization but did not 

decipher what role the peptide sequence played in their levels of internalization. Also, the 

studies in chapter 2 did not address any effects that changing the position of fluorophore 

attachment may have on the phenotypical intracellular distribution of prenylated 

molecules. This chapter looks to answer these questions by studying the cell-penetrating 

capability and cellular localization of a new set of prenylated peptides.     
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3.2   Research Objectives 

Most CPPs are from five to twenty amino acids long and have several positively 

charged amino acids.47 Both a net positive charge and hydrophobicity play crucial roles 

in CPP internalization.52 The size and charge of many of these molecules make them 

unattractive as molecular transporters. This study examines the role that prenylation plays 

in reducing both the size and charge needed for cellular entry. A series of 

geranylgeranylated peptides differing in charge and length was synthesized to study the 

contribution prenylation plays on cell penetrating ability relative to sequence identity and 

charge. Mechanism of entry studies were also completed by treating these new peptides 

to ATP-depleted cells. These studies indicated that prenylated peptides enter by an 

energy-independent mechanism regardless of their sequence length or identity.  

 

3.3  Results and Discussion 

 

3.3.1  Synthesis of Prenylated Cell-Penetrating Peptides  

 

Peptides were assembled by automated Fmoc SPPS, starting with Rink amide 

(peptides 1-6) or Rink acid (peptides 7-8) resin using an ABI 430 Synthesizer (Figure 

3.1). A 5-FAM fluorophore was couple to either the N-terminus or to lysine side chains 

employing an orthogonal protecting group strategy. Peptides were then cleaved from the 
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resin and alkylated using geranylgeranyl bromide and ZnOAc.103 For peptide 8 the 

sequence FAM-KKSRRC(Acm)VLL was prepared and the Acm protecting group was 

changed to a Scm group by treatment with CH3O(CO)SCl under acidic conditions. The 

more reactive Scm group then underwent disulfide exchange with penetratin after 

penetratin was added at pH 2. 

 

3.3.2  Uptake and Localization of Prenylated Peptides 1-8 

 

The internalization of fluorescein-linked peptides was investigated using confocal 

microscopy and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). For confocal microscopy 

HeLa cells were treated for 1 h, washed, fixed in 3% formaldehyde and imaged.  Hoechst 

34850 and wheat germ agglutin Alexa Fluor 594 conjugate were used to mark the nucleus  

 

 
Figure 3.1. Cell-penetrating peptides tested for cell uptake. The arginine residues of 
compounds 1-7 are modified with prenyl groups via thioether linkages. The linkage 
between Pnt and Cys in compound 8 is via a mixed disulfide.  
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Figure 3.2. Uptake of CPPs in HeLa cells treated with 0.3-3.0 µM peptides 1-8. After 
incubation, the cells were trypsinized and washed to remove any surface-bound peptide. 
Each bar represents the geometric mean fluorescence of 10,000 counted cells. The error 
bars represent the standard deviation between three samples. 

 

and plasma membrane  respectively (Figure 3.3-3.6). Internalization levels of peptides 

was determined by treating HeLa cells with peptide (0.3 µM – 3.0 µM) for 1 h at 37 ºC 

(Figure 3.2). After treatment the cells were trypsinized and washed to remove any peptide 

adhered to cellular membranes before FACS analysis. 

 

3.3.3   Uptake of Cys(Acm)-Deficient Peptide 2  
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Figure 3.3. Confocal microscopy images of HeLa cells treated with 1 µM concentrations 
of truncated CDC42 peptides 1 (top panels) and 2 (bottom panels) at 37 ºC (left), under 
ATP-depleted conditions (center), and at 4 ºC (right). Hoechst 34850 blue DNA staining 
dye was used to stain the nucleus blue and wheat germ agglutinin Alexa Fluor 488 was 
used to stain the plasma membrane red. Bars in lower right corners represent 20 µM.   

 

The contribution from various amino acids to cellular uptake of prenylated 

peptide 1 was investigated. Peptide 2 showed that removing the amino acid Cys(Acm) 

from 1 did not affect internalization levels at any treated concentration, including the 

highest treated concentration of 3 µM (Figure 3.2 and 3.3). Since the Cys(Acm) peptide 

was not vital to internalization it was changed to an alanine for peptides 3, 4, and 7. 

Peptides 5 and 6 had the Cys(Acm) residue removed altogether, but peptide 8 included 

this cysteine residue because its sidechain is needed as a handle for attachment to another 

peptide, penetratin.   
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3.3.4   Uptake of Lysine Deficient-Peptides 3 and 4  

 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Confocal microscopy images of HeLa cells treated with 1 µM concentrations 
of lysine-deficient peptides 3 (top panels) and 4 (bottom panels) at 37 ºC (left), under 
ATP-depleted conditions (center), and at 4 ºC (right). Hoechst 34850 blue DNA staining 
dye was used to stain the nucleus blue and wheat germ agglutinin Alexa Fluor 488 was 
used to stain the plasma membrane red. Bars in lower right corners represent 20 µM.   

 

After Cys(Acm) was shown to be unimportant for uptake, lysine’s contribution to 

peptide uptake was investigated using peptide 3 and 4. Removing lysine (pepide 4) or 

changing lysine to alanine (peptide 3) showed a decrease in peptide internalization for 3 

µM treatments but showed no significant difference in uptake for treatments at lower 
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concentrations when compared to peptides 1 or 2. As in the case for Cys(Acm), lysine 

residues were removed from subsequently tested peptides because they did not aid in 

internalization when treated to cells at 1 µM concentrations. Interestingly when treated at 

the higher concentration of 3 µM, peptides 3 and 4 showed a four-fold decrease in uptake 

compared to peptides 1 and 2 which had their lysine residues intact. This finding may 

prove to be useful if prenylated peptides are to be used as transporters of therapeutic 

cargo. If larger amounts of cargo need to be targeted inside of cells, lysine-containing 

peptides 1 and 2 are better candidates for transporters than lysine-deficient peptides 3 and 

4. If treating within a therapeutic window is a concern due to toxicity issues, lysine 

deficient peptides 3 and 4 are more suited choices as transporters due to their shorter 

length and invariable uptake regardless of treatment concentration.   

 

3.3.5  Uptake of Prenylated Tri- and Di-peptides 5 and 6  

 

Since removing Cys(Acm) and Lys residues from parent peptide 1 did not hinder 

uptake, prenylated analogs containing only the final 2 or 3 residues of CDC42 were 

synthesized. Remarkably prenylated tri- and di-peptides 5 and 6 showed truncating the 

peptide even further causes only small decreases in uptake. To ensure that the shorter 

prenylated peptides were not entering due to their smaller size relative to peptides 1-4, 

unprenylated versions of peptides 5 and 6 were synthesized and their uptake was 

analyzed using confocal microscopy. The unprenylated versions of di- and tri-peptide 5  
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Figure 3.5. Confocal microscopy images of HeLa cells treated with 1 µM concentrations 
of truncated CDC42 peptides 5 and 6 at 37 ºC (left), under ATP-depleted conditions 
(center), and at 4 ºC (right). Hoechst 34850 blue DNA staining dye was used to stain the 
nucleus blue and wheat germ agglutinin Alexa Fluor 488 was used to stain the plasma 
membrane red. Bars in lower right corners represent 20 µM.   

 

and 6 did not enter cells (data not shown), thus prenylated versions of these peptides must 

be gaining entry due to their prenylation state and not their size. These shorter prenylated 

peptides had internalization levels similar to those of the arginine deficient CDC42 

peptides, but were less soluble. When solutions containing concentrations higher than 3 

µM peptide were made in phosphate-buffered-saline, precipitation was visible after only 

a few minutes at room temperature. When peptides 5 and 6 were placed in cell media at a 

concentration of 3 µM, precipitation was seen after 1 h of incubation for both peptides. 

Precipitation was not a problem for any of the other tested peptides at concentrations 

around 3 µM. Together these results suggest that peptides of slightly longer length may 
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serve as more useful transporters of cargo due to their higher resistance to precipitation 

stemming from their lower hydrophobicity.  

 Another difference between peptides 1-4 and 5-6 was the position of the 

fluorescein tag that is used to visualize and measure uptake. Peptides 5 and 6 had the 

fluorophore attached through an N-terminal amide linkage, while the other peptides had 

their fluorescent tag attached via an amide linkage on the ε amino group of a lysine side-

chain. This difference in fluorophore placement did not dramatically change the 

internalization levels of peptides 5 and 6 compared to other prenylated peptides. The 

localization of these peptides in HeLa cells was also not different than other prenylated 

peptides. One change that could be due to moving the fluorophore is the decrease in 

solubility for peptides 5 and 6, but this is more likely due to the higher hydrophobicity for 

the shorter peptides.  

 

 

3.3.6   Uptake of a Prenylated Peptide with a ‘CAAX’ Box  

 

The role of charge at the C-terminus was investigated by analyzing the uptake of 

peptide 7 which included the full “CAAX box” of a naturally prenylated protein that ends 

in a terminal acid. Peptide 7 had lower overall levels of internalization when compared to  
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Figure 3.6. Confocal microscopy images of HeLa cells treated with 1 µM of “CAAX 
Box” containing peptide 7 (top panels) and penetratin-linked peptide 8 (bottom panels) at 
37 ºC (left), under ATP-depleted conditions (center), and at 4 ºC (right). Hoechst 34850 
blue DNA staining dye was used to stain the nucleus blue and wheat germ agglutinin 
Alexa Fluor 488 was used to stain the plasma membrane red. Bars in lower right corners 
represent 20 µM.   

 

peptides 1 and 2 at all treated concentrations, but had similar levels of uptake to mutated 

or truncated peptides 3-6. Peptide 8, a penetratin linked version of peptide 7, had uptake 

levels similar to those of geranylgeranylated peptide 7. This indicates the geranylgeranyl 

group of peptide 7 contributes to cell penetrating ability as much as the penetratin peptide 

does for peptide 8. Overall, the addition of a “CAAX box” ending in a C-terminal 

carboxylic acid did not have much effect on the cell-penetrating ability of CDC42 

peptides. 
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3.3.7  Mechanism of Internalization of Peptides 1-8 
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Figure 3.7. Uptake of CPPs in HeLa cells treated with 1 µM peptide under different 
temperatures and levels of ATP production. After incubation, the cells were trypsinized 
and washed to remove any surface-bound peptide. Each bar represents the geometric 
mean fluorescence of 10,000 counted cells. The error bars represent the standard 
deviation between three samples. 

 

The effects of temperature and reducing cellular ATP levels on the internalization 

of peptides of 1-8 was also investigated to deduce information on the internalization 

mechanisms of these peptides. All geranylgeranylated peptides (1-7) exhibited similar 

internalization levels when treated at 37 ºC regardless of whether or not ATP levels were 

depleted; however penetratin-linked peptide 8 showed reduced internalization levels 

when ATP was depleted (Figure 3.7). These results were produced by treating cells with 
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peptide and measuring their fluorescence by flow cytometry. Before measuring the 

fluorescence of cell samples they were trypsinized in order to remove any peptide that 

may be bound to the plasma membrane through hydrophobic interactions.56 This step 

allowed for the accurate measurement of the amount of internalized peptide without 

counting peptide that adhered to the plasma membrane. The data from these flow 

cytometry experiments was then compared to confocal microscopy experiments to see if 

they were both consistent with the same mechanism of uptake.  

Confocal images of cells treated with peptide 8 at 37 ºC showed that the peptide 

localized in a perinuclear punctate manner around the nucleus (Figure 3.6). In 

comparison, confocal images of cells treated with prenylated peptides 1-7 show peptide 

localizing to membrane-bound organelles around the nucleus and to the plasma 

membrane (37 ºC pictures in Figures 3.3-3.6.). Cells treated with peptide 8 under ATP-

depleted conditions did not show the perinuclear punctate fluorescence that was evident 

in cells treated at 37 ºC. Instead these cells showed diffuse staining throughout the 

cytoplasm. This may be a small amount of energy-independent entry that has been 

previously reported for penetratin under these conditions. Prenylated peptides showed the 

same localization under ATP-depleted conditions as they did at 37 ºC. This is expected 

because ATP-depletion does not stop the entry of molecules that internalize by energy 

independent pathways.   

The corroborating results from confocal microscopy and flow cytometry 

experiments indicate that the prenylated peptides (1-7) enter through an energy-

independent pathway while penetratin-linked peptide 8 enters through an endocytotic, 

energy-dependant pathway. This is significant because cargo attached to prenylated CPPs 
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do not need to undergo endosomal escape before reaching their intended targets.   

Another traditional way to determine whether molecules enter cells through 

energy-dependant or energy-independent pathways is to monitor their entry at low 

temperatures. All tested peptides showed reduced levels of internalization at 4 ºC as 

determined by flow cytometry experiments. Lower temperatures decrease the production 

of ATP which in turn inhibits the internalization of peptide 8. Lower internalization 

levels at 4 ºC has been reported for other CPPs that enter through energy-independent 

processes since cellular membranes have deceased fluidity at lower temperatures.107 

Thus, it was not surprising when peptides 1-7 also showed lower internalization levels at 

4 ºC. Even though less peptide internalizes at lower temperatures, the localization of 

peptide in cells treated at 4 ºC can still provide useful information on the mechanism of 

entry (Far right panels in Figures 3.3-3.6). Prenylated peptides 1-7 showed the same 

localization in this treatment as was observed for treatments at 37 ºC and under 

chemically ATP-depleted conditions. Penetratin linked peptide 8 did not internalize much 

at all under these conditions.107 Only a faint cytosolic green fluorescence was observed 

for these treatments (Figure 3.6, lower right panel). This also indicates that peptide 8 

enters primarily through an ATP-dependant pathway.  

 

3.4  Conclusion 

 

 The cell-penetrating ability of peptides presented here is primarily due to their 

prenylation state. Their sequence identity did not significantly change uptake levels; 
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however the longer peptides exhibited increased uptake when treated at higher 

concentrations. Systematically decreasing the length of prenylated peptides directed us to 

dipeptide 5 which remarkably exhibited similar levels of uptake when compared to 

prenylated peptides of slightly longer length. This is especially significant because most 

known cell-penetrating peptides are at least four amino acids long. For instance 

oligoarginines are required to be at least 5 residues long in order to penetrate cells. 

Another appealing feature of these peptides is their ability to enter cells though ATP-

independent processes. This is exhibited by non-punctate localization patterns and their 

internalization efficiency after cellular ATP-depletion. The size, uptake efficiency, and 

internalization mechanism make prenylated cell penetrating molecules interesting 

candidates for further study as cellular transport vehicles.  

 

3.5  Summary 

 

Cell-penetrating peptides are useful delivery tools for carrying molecules of 

interest inside of cells. A new class of cell penetrating molecules has been recently 

reported: cell-penetrating, prenylated peptides. In this study, a series of cell-penetrating 

prenylated peptides was synthesized and probed to decipher their mechanism of 

internalization and the relationship between peptide sequence and level of peptide 

internalization. This empirical study revealed that prenylated peptides internalize via a 

non endocytotic pathway regardless of sequence. Sequence length and identity was found 
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to play a role in peptide uptake but prenylated sequences as short as two amino acids 

were found to exhibit significant cell penetrating properties.  

 

3.6  Experimental Procedures 

 

3.6.1  Peptide Synthesis 

 

Linear peptides were synthesized by Fmoc-based SPPS on either Applied 

Biosystems 433A or Pioneer automated peptide synthesizers according to manufacturer 

protocols. Peptides were cleaved with freshly prepared Reagent K123 (TFA-phenol-

thioanisole-water-ethanedithiol 82.5:5:5:5:2.5) for 2 h, precipitated with Et2O, and 

centrifuged to form a pellet which was washed with Et2O. Crude peptides were purified 

by RP-HPLC.  

 

3.6.1.1  General Procedure for Cysteine Alkylation with a Geranylgeranyl 

Group 

 

A 0.76 mM solution of peptide with a free cysteine was prepared in 1.5 mL of a 

2:1 solution of DMF/ 0.1% TFA in water. To this 500 µL of a 9.1 mM solution of 
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geranylgeranyl bromide and 83 µL of 69 mM solution of ZnOAc was added. The mixture 

was then stirred in the dark at rt. Once the reaction was deemed complete by RP-HPLC it 

was diluted 5 fold in 0.1% TFA in water, purified by RP-HPLC, and lyophilized to a 

powder. 

 

3.6.1.1.2 Ac-K(5-FAM)C(Acm)KKSRRC(gg)-NH2
 (1) 

 

RP-HPLC: tR = 68 min (Gradient: 0% B for 10 min, 0-60% B over 60 min), 

deconvoluted ESI-MS: [M+H]+ calculated 1973.1, found 1973.0. 

 

3.6.1.1.3 Ac-K(5-FAM)AKKSRRC(gg)-NH2 (2) 

 

RP-HPLC: tR = 62 min (Gradient: 0% B for 10 min, 0-60% B over 60 min), 

deconvoluted ESI-MS: [M+H]+ calculated 1646.9, found 1646.9. 

 

 

3.6.1.1.4 Ac-K(5-FAM)AAASRRC(gg)-NH2 (3) 
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RP-HPLC: tR = 66 min (Gradient: 0% B for 10 min, 0-60% B over 60 min), 

deconvoluted ESI-MS: [M+H]+ calculated 1532.8, found 1532.7. 

 

3.6.1.1.5 Ac-K(5-FAM)ASRRC(gg)-NH2 (4) 

  

 RP-HPLC: tR = 66 min (Gradient: 0% B for 10 min, 0-60% B over 60 min), 

deconvoluted ESI-MS: [M+H]+ calculated 1390.7, found 1390.7. 

 

3.6.1.1.6 Flu-RRC(gerger)-NH2 (5) 

 

RP-HPLC: tR = 62 min (Gradient: 0% B for 20 min, 0-60% B over 60 min), 

deconvoluted ESI-MS: [M+H]+ calculated 1062.5, found 1062.2.  

 

3.6.1.1.7 Flu-RC(gerger)-NH2 (6) 

 

RP-HPLC: tR = 44 min (Gradient: 0% B for 20 min, 0-60% B over 60 min), 

deconvoluted ESI-MS: [M+H]+ calculated 907.4, found 907.2.  
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3.6.1.1.8 Ac-K(5-FAM)AKKSRRC(gg)VLL (7) 

 

RP-HPLC: tR = 70 min (Gradient: 0% B for 20 min, 0-60% B over 60 min), 

deconvoluted [M+H]+ ESI-MS: calculated 1749.9, found 1750.3. 

 

3.6.1.2 Conversion of (5-FAM)-KKSRRC(Acm)VLL to (5-FAM)-

KKSRRC(Scm)VLL 

   

CH3O(CO)SCl (50 µL) was added to CH3CN (2.0 mL) to give a 0.27 M stock 

solution. (5-FAM)-KKSRRC(Acm)VLL was dissolved in DMF/CH3CN (1:1, v/v) (1.0 

mL solvent per 1.0 mg of peptide) and the peptide concentration was determined by 

measuring absorbance of the 5-FAM chromophore (ε492 = 79,000 cm-1M-1, pH 9.0). The 

peptide and stock solution of CH3(CO)SCl were cooled in an ice bath, and 3.0 eq of 

CH3O(CO)SCl stock solution was added to the peptide. The reaction was then stirred for 

3-4 h, diluted 5-fold with 0.1 % TFA in water, purified by RP-HPLC, and lyophilized to a 

powder. RP-HPLC: tR = 37 min, deconvoluted [M+H]+ ESI-MS: calculated 1549.7, found 

1549.4. 

 

 

3.6.1.3  5-FAM-KKSRRC(Pnt)VLL (8) 
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(5-FAM)-KKSRRC(Scm)VLL was dissolved in a minimal amount of DMF and 

the concentration of the resulting solution was determined by dissolving a few microliters 

of the peptide solution in 20 mM Tris, pH 9.0  and measuring absorbance of the 5-FAM 

chromophore (ε492 = 79,000 cm-1M-1, pH 9.0). After the concentration Cys(Scm)-

containing peptide was determined a 40 µL of 4.8 mM solution of peptide in DMF was 

prepared in a eppendorf tube. Next, 105 µL of a 1.83 mM solution of penetratin in 0.1 M 

Na2HPO4 pH 8 was added to the peptide, followed by addition of 57 µL of 17 mM 

ZnOAc, in 1 M NaOAc, pH 5.4. Next an additional 161 µL of acetonitrile and 120 µL of 

DMF was added and the reaction was stirred for several hours. The reaction was then 

diluted 10 fold with 0.1 % TFA in water and was purified by RP-HPLC, tR = 33 min 

(Gradient: 0% B for 26 min, 0-30% B over 1 min, 30-40 over 20 min. deconvoluted 

[M+4H]+4 ESI-MS: calculated 3777.6, found 3778. 

 

3.6.3  Cell culture 

 

 HeLa cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum at 

37 °C with 5.0% CO2.  For all experiments, 2.6 x 104 cells/cm2 were seeded in culture 

dishes and grown for 24 h to approximately 50% confluency. 
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3.6.4  Confocal Microscopy 

 

 HeLa cells were seeded in 35 mm glass bottom microwell dishes. Approximately 

24 h after plating cells were washed twice with serum-free DMEM, and incubated for 1 h 

at 37 °C and 5.0% CO2 in serum-free DMEM containing 1.0 µM peptide. Hoechst 34580 

was added to a concentration of 1 µg/mL during the final 20 minutes of incubation, and 

wheat germ agglutinin Alexa Fluor 594 conjugate was added to a concentration of 5 

µg/mL during the final 10 minutes of incubation. For ATP depletion, cells were washed 

twice with glucose-free, serum-free DMEM and then incubated for 2 h at 37 °C and 5.0% 

CO2 in glucose-free, serum-free DMEM supplemented with 12 µM rotenone and 15 mM 

2-deoxyglucose.106 Then peptides, Hoechst 34850 and wheat germ agglutinin AlexaFluor 

594 conjugate were added and cells were incubated as described above. For peptide 

incubation at 4 °C, cells were washed twice with chilled, serum-free DMEM that had 

been supplemented with 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.3) and incubated with peptide, Hoechst 

34850 and wheat germ agglutinin Alexa Fluor 594 conjugate as described above at 4 °C. 

After 1 h total incubation, all cells were washed twice with PBS. Cells were fixed for 10 

min at room temperature in 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS. Coverslips were mounted with 

ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent on 1 mm glass microscope slides. Cells were imaged 

using an Olympus FluoView 1000 confocal microscope with a 60X objective with a N.A. 

of 1.42. The 5-FAM fluorophore was imaged using fluorescein settings, Hoechst 34850 

was imaged using DAPI settings, and wheat germ agglutinin Alexa Fluor 594 conjugate 

was imaged using Alexa Fluor 594 settings. All fluorescence and brightfield images were 
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acquired simultaneously. 

 

3.6.5 Quantitation of Cellular Uptake of Fluorescent Peptides Using Flow 

Cytometry 

 

HeLa cells were seeded in 6-well plates and treated with peptides as described for 

microscopy. After treatment, cells were washed twice with PBS, trypsinized for 5 

minutes, and resuspended to a total volume of 2 mL with DMEM/10% FBS. Cells were 

centrifuged for 5 minutes at 100 x g and resuspended in PBS to a final volume of 2 mL. 

A total of 10,000 events for each sample were analyzed using a BD FACSCalibur. Each 

experiment was performed in triplicate and the results are expressed as the geometric 

mean fluorescence ± standard deviation. 
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Chapter 4: Analysis of the Prenylation and Processing of a “CAAX Box” Peptide in 

Living Cells  

 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

 Chapter 2 discussed the discovery of a new type of CPP, prenylated CPPs. These 

peptides were found to efficiently enter cells through an energy-independent pathway 

which allows them immediate access to cellular enzymes without having to escape 

endosomal compartments. Chapter 3 built on this discovery and deciphered what aspects 

were important for these molecules’ cell penetrating ability. Prenyl modification was 

required for cellular entry, while the peptide sequence was determined to not be crucial 

for cell penetrating ability.  Because it is unlikely that an isoprenoid receptor exists on the 

exterior of the plasma membrane, the capacity for prenylated molecules to penetrate 

plasma membranes likely lies in the hydrophobic nature of prenyl modification. This is 

supported by other results where hydrophobic moieties were used for gaining cellular 

entry. For instance Ensenat-Waser et al. have used myristoylation to increase the 

permeability of a 13-mer peptide that was known to uncouple secretory pathways.129 

Carrigan and Imperiali found that attaching hydrocarbon chains to positively charged 

peptide sequences allowed cellular entry.52 The work discussed here uses prenyl and 

decanethiol (a long hydrocarbon chain) attachments to gain entrance of peptides into cells 

in order to study prenylation and processing of prenyl transferase substrates.   
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     Understanding the role prenylation plays in the subcellular localization of proteins 

can lead to new therapeutic strategies for the treatment of Ras-related cancers. 

Endogenous levels of Ras proteins (which are prenylated) are 2-10 fold higher in 50% of 

all tumors compared to control tissue.21 Controlling the way prenylated proteins localize 

is a potential therapeutic strategy which can be used to disrupt the cellular signaling 

(brought on from increases of endogenous Ras) responsible for the upregulation of cell 

proliferation and metathesis. In order to develop such a strategy to disrupt prenylated 

protein localization, more needs to be known about how prenylation effects intracellular 

localization. Previous studies by Ghomashci et al. have shown that prenylated molecules 

show differential tendencies to bind vesicles depending on the charge/type of lipids 

making up the vesicle.98 Ghomaschi also showed that methylation of the C-terminus of 

prenylated peptides can increase their membrane affinity by as much as 100-fold. While 

these studies are useful in determining the types of lipids prenylated peptides/proteins 

tend to associate with, they did not indicate which organelles are targeted by prenylated 

biomolecules and how fast these processes occur in live cells. More information on the 

effects of prenylation on protein/peptide localization in living cells is needed to 

understand the role this modification plays in the proliferation of Ras cancers. The 

strategies employed in this chapter look to provide this critical information. 

 

4.2   Research Objectives 

 

 The goal of this study was to develop a new method of studying the processing of 

prenylated biomolecules in living cells. By attaching a decyl group to the peptide Flu- 
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Scheme 4.1. Intracellular enzymatic reactions of the peptide KKSRRC. After the peptide 
Flu-KKSRRC(S-decyl)VLL internalizes the disulfide bond connecting the parent peptide 
to the decyl group is reduced resulting in peptide 2. Peptide two is then prenylated by 
endogenous GGTase proteolyzed by endogenous RCE1 and methylated by endogenous 
ICMT.  

 

KKSRRCVLL, the peptide was able to gain cellular entry. After entry the decyl group 

should be reduced from the peptide to leave a free “CAAX box” containing substrate that 

can undergo further processing by cellular enzymes (Scheme 4.1). Treated cells were 

lysed and the fluorescent products produced from enzyme reactions were analyzed by 

capillary electrophoresis. The retention times of these fluorescent compounds were then 

compared to retention times of synthetic standards of suspected products.     

 

4.3  Results and Discussion 

4.3.1  Micellar Electrokinetic Capillary Chromatography (MEKC)  

 Capillary electrophoresis is an analytical method used to separate dilute mixtures 

based on their charge and size. It is an attractive way to analyze solutions due to the small 
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Figure 4.1. Micellar Electrokinetic Capillary Chromatography. Samples separated by this 
method are separated by both charge and hydrophobicity. Micelles are last to make it 
through the capillary (since they are so large and have a large magnitude of negative 
charge. In this system a positively charged molecule will travel faster than a negatively 
charge molecule of similar hydrophobicity. Also a more hydrophobic molecule will travel 
slower than a less hydrophobic molecule if the two molecules have similar charge since 
they interact with the micelles as they travel through the capillary.  

 

amount of material required for analysis. For instance, less than ten nanoliters of a 

picomolar solution can easily be analyzed using this method. The method works by 

applying a current to a sample enclosed in a silica coated glass tube. This current is 

usually ran from a positively charged anode to an negatively charged cathode and species 

are detected using UV or fluorescence as they near the exit of the capillary. Positively 

charged species in the mixture are not attracted to the positively charged end of the 

capillary and require more time to travel to the detector. Negatively charged species are 

attracted to the positive end of the capillary and move quickly towards the detector. The 
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higher the negative charge to surface ratio for a molecule the quicker it moves towards 

detection.  

 A variation of capillary electrophoresis called Micellar Electrokinetic Capillary 

Chromatography (MEKC) separates samples based on their hydrophobicity as well as 

their charge. For this method samples are placed in buffers containing SDS at levels 

above SDS’s critical micellar concentration. The SDS in the sample creates micelles 

which are large and highly negatively charged. Since the micelles are both large and  

negatively charged they move slowly though a capillary under an applied current. 

Hydrophobic positively charged species in the sample are also attracted to the micelles as 

well as the negative cathode. This attraction hinders these species rate of travel through 

the capillary. Thus the SDS provides an additional mode of separation that regulates  a 

species on/off rate with micelles in an injected solution. This may provide separation 

based on hydrophobicity that could not be done based on charge.  

 

4.3.2 Peptide Synthesis of Capillary Electrophoresis Standards and Decyl-

Linked Peptide 1 

 

Linear peptides were synthesized by Fmoc-based SPPS on an Applied Biosystems 

433A automated peptide synthesizer according to manufacturer protocols, using Rink 

acid resin with the N-terminus set to be deprotected after the final coupling step. After 

automated synthesis, the peptide resin was dried in vacuo, and the N-terminus was linked  
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Figure 4.2. Uptake of decyl-linked peptide 1 in HeLa cells treated with 1.0 µM peptide at 
37 ˚C. After incubation, the cells were washed, fixed and mounted.  Hoechst 34850 blue 
DNA staining dye was used to stain the nucleus blue, wheat germ agglutinin Alexa Fluor 
488 was used to stain the plasma membrane red, and peptides were visualized as green. 
Orange staining is due to colocalization of green peptide with red plasma membrane dye. 
Bars in the lower corners of the images represent a distance of 20 microns 

 

to 5-FAM using HOBt, and DIPCDI as coupling reagents. Peptides were then cleaved 

from the resin and purified. Peptides 3 and 4 were then alkylated using geranylgeranyl 

bromide and ZnOAc.130 For peptide 1 the sequence 5-FAM-KKSRRC(Acm)VLL was 

prepared and the Acm protecting group was changed to a Scm group by treatment with 

CH3O(CO)SCl under acidic conditions. The more reactive Scm group then underwent 

disulfide exchange when treated with decane thiol under acidic conditions to produce 

peptide 1.   

  

4.3.3  Cellular Internalization of Modified -KKSRRC-NH 2 Peptides 
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In this chapter we wanted to study the process of prenylation in live cells utilizing 

CPPs that are prenylation targets. One possible way to internalize a peptide that is a 

prenyl transferase substrate would be to attach a geranylgeranyl group via a disulfide 

linkage as was done with peptides in chapter 2. After entry, the disulfide would be 

reduced, leaving a substrate for a prenyl transferase. However, this strategy creates the  

 

 

Figure 4.3. Uptake of decyl-linked peptide 1 in HeLa cells treated with 1.0 µM peptide at 
4 ˚C (right panel) and under ATP-depleted conditions (left panel). After incubation, the 
cells were washed, fixed, treated with ProLong Gold to limit fluorescence fading, and 
imaged. Hoechst 34850 blue DNA staining dye was used to stain the nucleus blue, wheat 
germ agglutinin Alexa Fluor 488 was used to stain the plasma membrane red, and 
peptides were visualized as green. Orange staining is due to colocalization of green 
peptide with red plasma membrane dye. Bars in the lower corners of the images represent 
a distance of 20 microns.  

 

possibility that unreduced geranylgeranylated peptide bound to membranes would appear 

to be peptide prenylated by endogenous PGGTase. Instead of using a prenyl group to 

gain cellular entry, a similarly hydrophobic decyl group was used. Carrigan et al. 
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previously have used decyl groups to aid in cellular internalization.52 Decyl-linked 

peptides are dissimilar enough compared to geranylgeranyl-linked peptides to produce 

non-identical retention upon analysis by capillary electrophoresis. Thus, any non-reduced 

decyl-linked peptide can be identified from endogenously geranylgeranylated peptide. 

Before cells treated with decyl-linked peptide 1 were analyzed by electrophoresis, they 

were analyzed for uptake using confocal microscopy. Cells treated with 1 showed a 

diffuse fluorescence throughout the cytoplasm with higher concentrations around the 

nucleus (Figure 4.2) after incubation with peptide for 1 h. Since these peptides localized 

both in the cytoplasm and in membrane-bound organelles around the nucleus they should 

be available for modification by endogenous PGGTase.  After it was confirmed that 1 

was able to enter cells at 37 ºC, mechanistic studies were completed to determine if the 

uptake of the peptide was ATP-independent like the uptake of prenylated CPPs from 

previous chapters. HeLa cells that were ATP-depleted through treatment with rotenone 

and 2-deoxyglucose before treatment with 1 and HeLa cells treated at lower temperatures 

(4 ºC) both showed similar localization to cells treated at 37 ºC (Figure 4.3). This 

indicates that decyl-linked peptide 1 was internalized via an ATP-independent 

mechanism, which allows the peptide to interact with enzymes without having to first 

escape endosomal entrapment. The efficiency of peptide uptake, along with its 

localization to the cytosol and membrane bound organelles, make 1 a good candidate to 

use for the study of enzymatic processing of prenylated biomolecules. 

 

4.3.4 Electrophoretic Analysis of Lysates from HeLa Cells Treated with 

Peptide 1 
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 Once it was determined that peptide 1 could efficiently enter cells and was not trapped 

in endosomes upon entry, we wanted to use this peptide’s cell penetrating ability to 

analyze the peptide’s prenylation and subsequent proteolysis and methylation in live  
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Figure 4.4. CE separation of peptide standards 1-4. Running buffer: 100 mM SDS in 25 
mM Borax, pH 9.3. 

 

cells. Once peptide 1 enters a cell, the disulfide linking the decyl group to the lone 

cysteine should be reduced to produce the peptide 5-FAM-KKSRRC(S(CH2)9CH3)VLL. 

This is due to the reductive environment in the cytosol.113 It is envisioned that this 

peptide will then be geranylgeranylated, undergo VLL proteolysis, and have its C-

terminal acid methylated by enzymes inside of the cell. By lysing cells after incubation 
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with 5-FAM-KKSRRC(S(CH2)9CH3)VLL, the amounts of prenylated, proteolyzed and 

methylated products can be analyzed using capillary electrophoresis. To do this, the 

proper standards (5-FAM-KKSRRCVLL, 5-FAM-KKSRRC(geranylgeranyl)VLL, and 5-

FAM-KKSRRC(geranylgeranyl)) were synthesized for comparison and used as internal 

CE standards. 

 Multiple conditions were used in attempts to separate peptides 1-4. This included 

changing the running buffer and the voltage placed upon the capillary. The best 

conditions found for separating these standards was to use 100 mM SDS in 25 mM 

Borax, pH 9.3 as the running buffer at 15 V.  Using a running buffer of 100 mM SDS in 

25 mM Borax pH 9.3 containing cyclodextrin was also attempted, since prenylated 

molecules are known to have an affinity for cyclodextrin.131 Running peptide standards 1-

4 using this buffer produced nearly identical results to running the standards in the same 

buffer without cyclodextrin; therefore the buffer without cyclodextrin was selected as the 

running buffer to analyze cell lysates. Lower voltages provided poorer separations and 

using a voltage higher than 15 V ran the risk of burning out the capillary. Using 100 mM 

SDS in 25 mM Borax, pH 9.3 as the running buffer in a capillary under 15 V yielded 

sufficient separation of peptides 1-4 for accurate analysis and quantitation (Figure 4.4). 

Once a system for separating peptides 1-4 was determined, CE of cell lysates 

from cells treated with 1 was completed. HeLa cells seeded in 35 mM plates were 

incubated with 1.0 µM peptide for 20 h at 37 ºC. The treatment was done overnight to 

allow enough time for peptide 1 to internalize and for endogenous enzymes to react once  
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Figure 4.5. CE separation of cell lysate from HeLa cells treated with decyl-linked 
peptide 1 for 1 h and allowed to incubate an additional 19 h at 37 ºC. Running buffer: 100 
mM SDS in 25 mM Borax, pH 9.3. 

 

entry of the peptide occurred. After 20 h the cells were lysed using running buffer (100 

mM SDS in 25 mM Borax, pH 9.3). The SDS concentration in the buffer was 

conveniently high enough for sufficient disruption of cell membranes. The lysate was 

then analyzed by CE using the same conditions that were used for peptide standards 1-4. 

A peak was observed at around 6.2 minutes (Figure 4.5). This peak did not exactly match 

any of the standards. It is possible that this peak may be from methylated peptide 5 (no 

standard has yet been made). Methylating the C-terminus of peptide 4 would make the 

product (5) more hydrophobic, which in turn gives the peptide another way to insert into 

micelles in the running buffer.  This would account for a decrease in the on/off rate of the 

peptide with micelles in the running buffer which in turn causes longer CE retention 
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times. Jitkova et al have observed similar increases in CE retention times for peptides 

upon methylation of their C-terminus. The new peak could also be a proteolytic fragment 

because the peptide was incubated with the cells for too long resulting in the degradation 

of the fluorescent peptide into unknown products. In order to know the identity of the 

new peak, methylated standard 5 needs to be synthesized and lysates from samples that 

were incubated with 1 for shorter times (1-10 h) need to be analyzed.    

 

4.4  Experimental 

 

4.4.1  Peptide Synthesis of 5-FAM Labeled Peptides 

 

Linear peptides were synthesized by Fmoc-based SPPS on a Applied Biosystems 

433A automated peptide synthesizer according to manufacturer protocols with the N-

terminus set to be deprotected after the final coupling step. The peptide resin was then 

dried in vacuo. In a test tube 2.0 mL of DMF enriched with 97.5 mM 5-FAM, 95.1 mM 

HOBt, and 95.1 mM DIPCDI was prepared for every 0.2 mmol of peptide on resin. The 

reagents were allowed to pre-incubate for 5 minutes before they were added to the resin 

which was in a solid phase reaction syringe. The test tube was then washed with an 

additional 2.0 mL of DMF and this was also added to the solid phase reaction syringe. 

The syringe was then tumbled overnight in the the dark. The next morning the reaction 

was filtered and the beads were washed with DMF (5 × 6.0 mL), and DCM (5 × 6.0 mL). 
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The resin was then dried in vacco for 2-4 h at which time the peptides was cleaved and 

deprotected with 6.0 mL freshly prepared Reagent K (TFA-phenol-thioanisole-water-

ethanedithiol, 82.5:5:5:5:2.5) for 2 h, precipitated with Et2O, and centrifuged to form a 

pellet which was washed with Et2O (2 × 50 mL). Crude peptides were purified by RP-

HPLC. In the cases for all peptide HPLC purifications Solvent A was 0.1% TFA in water 

and solvent B was 0.1% TFA in CH3CN.  

 

4.4.1.1  5-FAM-KKSRRC(Acm)VLL 

 

RP-HPLC, tR = 32 min (Gradient 0-60% B over 60 min), deconvoluted ESI-MS: 

calculated 1530.8, found 1530.5. 

 

4.4.1.2  5-FAM-KKSRRC  

 

RP-HPLC: tR = 38 min (Gradient: 0% B for 31 min, 0-25% B over 1 min, 25-65% 

B over 40 min), deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 1134.5, found 1134.6. 

 

4.4.1.3  5-FAM-KKSRRC(Scm)VLL  
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5-FAM-KKSRRC(Acm)VLL was converted to 5-FAM-KKSRRC(Acm)VLL 

using the protocol from section 2.5.2.6. After the reaction was complete the product was 

purified by RP-HPLC and lyophilized to a powder. RP-HPLC, tR = 37 min (Gradient 0% 

B for 26 min, 0-25% over 1 min, 25-65% B over 40 min), deconvoluted ESI-MS: 

calculated 1549.7, found 1549.4. 

 

4.4.1.4  5-FAM-KKSRRCVLL   

 

5-FAM-KKSRRC(Scm)VLL  was dissolved in 20 mM Tris pH 7.5 and a large 

excess of DTT (> 10 eq) was added to the solution.  After allowing the reaction to stir at 

rt for 1 h the mixture was purified by RP-HPLC and the product containing fractions 

were lyophilized to a powder. RP-HPLC, tR = 15 min (Gradient: 0% B for 1 min, 0-20% 

B over 1 min, 20-40 over 20 min), calculated1459.4, found 1459.7. 

 

4.4.2  General Procedure for Cysteine Alkylation with a Geranylgeranyl 

Group 

 

A 0.76 mM solution of peptide with a free cysteine was prepared in 1.5 mL of a 2:1 

solution of DMF/ 0.1% TFA in water. To this 500 µL of a 9.1 mM solution of 

geranylgeranyl bromide and 83 µL of 69 mM solution of ZnOAc was added. The mixture 
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was then stirred in the dark at rt temperature. Once the reaction was deemed complete by 

RP-HPLC it was diluted 5 fold in 0.1% TFA in water purified by RP-HPLC, and 

lyophilized to a powder. 

 

4.4.2.1  5-FAM-KKSRRC(gg)VLL 

 

RP-HPLC, tR = 40 min (Gradient: 0% B for 31 min, 0-30% B over 1 min, 30-50% 

B over 20 min), calculated 1732.0, found 1731.5.  

 

4.4.4.2  5-FAM-KKSRRC(gg) 

 

RP-HPLC: tR = 57 min (Gradient: 0% B for 31 min, 0-25% B over 1 min, 25-65% 

B over 40 min), deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated 1406.7, found 1406.3. 

 

4.4.3  (5-FAM)-KKSRRC(decyl)VLL  

 

(5-FAM)-KKSRRC(Scm)VLL was dissolved in a minimal amount of DMF and 

the concentration of the resulting solution was determined by absorbance of the 5-FAM 

chromophore (ε492 = 79,000, 492 nm, 20 mM Tris, pH 9.0). After the concentration 

Cys(Scm)-containing peptide was determined 40 µL of 4.8 mM solution of peptide in 
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DMF was prepared in a eppendorf tube. Next 27 µL of a 7.0 mM solution decyl sulfide 

was prepared in DMF and the eppendorf containing the peptide was placed in an ice bath. 

The solution of decyl sulfide was added to the peptide, followed by addition of 57 µL of 

17 mM ZnOAc that was dissolved in 1 M NaOAc, pH 5.4. Next an additional 120 µL of 

acetonitrile and 250 µL of DMF was added and the reaction was stirred for 45 min. The 

reaction was then diluted 10 fold with 0.1 % TFA in water and was purified by RP-

HPLC, tR = 54 min (Gradient: 0% B for 26 min, 0-30% B over 1 min, 30-80 over 50 

min), deconvoluted ESI-MS: calculated1632.9, found 1632.9. 

 
4.4.4  Cell Culture 

 

HeLa cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum at 

37 °C with 5.0% CO2.  For all experiments, 2.6 x 104 cells/cm2 were seeded in culture 

dishes and grown for 24 h to approximately 50% confluency. 

 

4.4.5  Confocal microscopy  

 

HeLa cells were seeded in 4 well Nunc Lab-Tek II Chamber Slides. 

Approximately 24 h after plating, cells were washed twice with serum-free DMEM, and 

incubated for 1 h at 37 °C and 5.0% CO2 in serum-free DMEM containing 1.0 µM 

peptide. Hoechst 34850 was added to 1 µg/ml during the final 20 min of incubation, and 
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wheat germ agglutinin Alexa Fluor 594 conjugate was added to a final concentration of 5 

µg/ml during the final 10 min of incubation. For ATP depletion, cells were washed twice 

with glucose-free, serum-free DMEM and then incubated for 2 h at 37 °C and 5.0% CO2 

in glucose-free, serum-free DMEM supplemented with 12 µM rotenone and 15 mM 2-

deoxyglucose.106 Then peptides, Hoechst 34850, and wheat germ agglutinin were added 

and cells were incubated as described above. For peptide incubation at 4°C, cells were 

washed twice with chilled serum-free DMEM supplemented with 25 mM HEPES (pH 

7.3) and incubated with peptide, Hoechst 34850 and wheat germ agglutinin Alexa Fluor 

594 conjugate as described above at 4°C. After 1 h total incubation, all cells were washed 

twice with PBS and fixed for 10 min at room temperature in 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS. 

Coverslips were mounted with Prolong Gold antifade reagent on the glass microscope 

slides after the microwell walls were removed from the coverslip. Cells were imaged 

using an Olympus FluoView 1000 confocal microscope with a 60X objective with a N.A. 

of 1.42. The 5-FAM fluorophore was imaged using fluorescein settings, Hoechst 34850 

was imaged using DAPI settings, and wheat germ agglutinin Alexa Fluor 594 conjugate 

was imaged using Alexa Fluor 594 settings. All fluorescence and brightfield images were 

acquired simultaneously. 

 
4.4.6  CE of peptides 

 

4.4.6.1  Analysis of Peptides Standards Using Capillary Electrophoresis 
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CE analysis of peptides standards 1-4 were performed using a commercial 

Beckmann CE instrument equipped with a LIF detector. Electrophoresis was run in 

positive polarity mode with the positive electrode at the injection end of the capillary. 

The peptides were detected using a commercial argon 488 laser. A fused-silica capillary 

(40 cm × 20 µM ID × 150 µM OD) was used for separation. Two different running 

buffers were used: 1) 100 mM SDS in 25 mM Borax, pH 9.3 and 2) 100 mM SDS in 25 

mM Borax, pH 9.3 containing 25 mM cyclodextrin. The samples were injected 

electrokineticly and run under 15 V for 10 minutes. The capillary was rinsed with buffer 

between each run.   

 
 
4.4.6.2  Analysis of HeLa Cell Lysates From of Cells Treated with 1 
 

 HeLa cells were plated in 35 mM plates and grown to 50% confluency. The cells 

were then washed twice with serum-free DMEM and incubated with serum-free DMEM 

containing 1.0 µM 1 for 1 h. Then DMEM was removed and the cells were washed and 

placed in DMEM for 19 h. At this time the media was removed and the cells were lysed 

in a minimal amount of 100 mM SDS in 25 mM Borax, pH 9.3. This lysate was then 

directly injected on to the CE using the conditions described above for peptide 

standards.132 
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Chapter 5: Synthesis and Evaluation of a Minimalist Substrate for Enzymatic 

Peptide and Protein Conjugation. 

 

 

5.1  Introduction 

 

The Distefano research program’s interest in prenylation goes beyond using prenyl 

modifications as a means to gain cellular entry. Much work has been done to use the 

enzymatic machinery responsible for prenyl transfer to create proteins modified with 

bioorthogonal, and photoactivable tags. Disteanfo and other researchers in the field of 

prenyl transferases have shown that both PFTase and PGGTase can be rather 

promiscuous in the type of prenyl-substrates they transfer. They have shown that both 

enzymes can transfer non-natural FPP and GGPP analogs onto “CAAX box” containing 

substrates. These prenyl-diphosphate analogs have been designed to include fluorescent75 

or photoaffinity74, 133 labels as well as bio-orthogonal tags such as alkynes85, 134 and 

azides.78, 83, 84, 86, 130 Such prenyl analogs have been transferred to CAAX containing 

peptides, naturally prenylated proteins, and proteins that have had “CAAX box” 

sequences appended to their C-terminus through site-directed mutagenesis. For instance, 

Duckworth et al. has tagged GFP containing a  C-terminal “CAAX” box with alkyne and 

azide FPP analogs 185 and 286 (Figure 5.1). These analogs were then used to create 

protein-protein, protein-DNA, and protein-agarose conjugates using Cu(I)-catalyzed click  
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Figure 5.1. Prenylation reaction catalyzed by PFTase and examples of several non-
natural bioorthogonal PFTase substrates.  

 

reactions with alkyne labeled proteins, DNA, and agarose. In other work, non-natural 

prenyl diphosphates containing photoactivable functionality were used for determining 

what residues in PFTase are responsible for prenyl transfer, and what residues are crucial 

for GDI’s ability for binding prenylated Rho proteins in the cytosol.  

Before this work the smallest known substrate for PFTase was known to be GPP. 

Even though GPP is a whole isoprenoid unit shorter than PFTase’s natural substrate FPP 

the enzyme is still able to transfer the ten carbon chain to appropriate “CAAX Box” 

containing peptides and proteins. Dimethylallyl diphosphate was also tested to see if it 

was a substrate for PFTase but it was not able to be transferred to “CAAX Box”  
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Figure 5.2. Comparison of transferable PFTase substrates. A) Overlap of a 
benzophenone containing PFTase substrate (1b, green) with an alkyne containing 
substrate (1, blue) and a crystal structure of the benzophenone-containing substrate with 
PFTase. B) Overlap of GPP (green) with C5-alkyne (3, blue) and a crystal structure of a 
benzophonone containing PFTase substrate with GPP superimposed (orange). Notice 
how the benzophonone substrate needs to twist out in order to fit into the binding pocket. 
GPP fits nicely in the lower cavity of the hydrophobic binding pocket. 

 

containing peptides. The additional five carbons of GPP compared to dimethylallyl 

diphosphate apparently provide enough extra hydrophobic interaction to allow a 

sufficient Kd between PFTase and GPP for turnover to occur. The smaller affinity of 
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PFTase for C10 analogs (compared to C15 analogs) actually aids in the catalytic turnover 

of the enzyme. When larger isoprenoids like farnesyl are transferred to “CAAX Box” 

containing substrates the newly prenylated product has a higher affinity for staying in the  

enzyme’s active site when compared to corresponding geranylated products. This higher 

affinity causes farnesylated products to temporarily inhibit further turnover by the 

enzyme. Since geranylated products are released faster, PFTase is able to turn over faster 

once geranyl diphosphate binds.  Overall FPP analogs are turned over quicker by PFTase 

because they are more likely to stay bound to the enzyme long enough for a “CAAX box” 

containing protein or peptide to also interact with the enzyme. 

Alkyne containing analog 3 is similar in size to GPP and even has similar л character 

in its terminal triple bond when compared to the terminal double bond of GPP. Figure 5.3 

shows how well the two analogs map in size and electronic character. The x-ray crystal 

structure of a benzophenone derivative 1b based off of GPP bound to PFTase shows how 

the binding pocket of PFTase requires the benzene rings of benzophenone to bend nearly 

perpendicular to fit in the binding pocket. Smaller non-natural isoprenoid derivatives like 

C5-alkyne do not need this perturbation for binding to occur. The space where the 

smaller C5-alkyne would potentially bind (represented in orange) fits nicely in a 

hydrophobic groove in the lower part of the picture. The PFTase binding pocket is filled 

with hydrophobic residues which are responsible for its affinity for the C5 alkyne analog. 

Most non-natural prenyl analogs are all constructed from geranyl, farnesyl, or 

geranylgeranyl moieties containing two, three, or four isoprenoid units. In this work, we 

report the transfer of a non-natural prenyl analog based on a single isoprenoid unit, 3-
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methyl-2-buten-1-o1, to “CAAX box” proteins and a “CAAX box” peptide using 

PFTase. This prenyl diphosphate (3) is the least bulky alkyne or azide labeled prenyl 

substrate reported for PFTase to date and thus makes 3 the least intrusive and least 

hydrophobic modification available for labeling of “CAAX box” containing 

biomolecules. This is important because modifying molecules with longer hydrophobic 

chains significantly decreases their solubility. To further extend this minimization 

approach of modifying biomolecules using the prenyl transfer method, the last three 

amino acids of the “CAAX box” of a peptide and a protein labeled with alkyne 3 were 

removed enzymatically. Previously Carboxypeptidase Y has been shown to stall at 

cysteines modified with isoprenoid chains attached. However these isoprenoids were 

longer than the isoprenoid modification that results after labelling with C5-alkyne.  This 

method of selective “CAAX box” removal removes additional hydrophobic residues that 

are required for modification and it allows for alkyne labelling of “CAAX box” 

containing molecules with the net gain of a single cysteine residue attached to a prenyl 

analog containing only nine non-hydrogen atoms.  

 

5.2   Research Objectives 

 

Previously geranyl diphosphate (GPP) has been shown to be a substrate for 

PFTase even though it is one isoprenoid unit shorter than the enzyme’s natural substrate, 

FPP.135 The study reported here concentrates on compound 3, which is based on 

dimethylallyl diphosphate (consisting of a single isoprenoid unit), in order to prenylate 
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“CAAX box” containing proteins or peptides. Using 3 as a substrate allows for the 

selective addition of a clickable alkyne moiety without the addition of a large, 

hydrophobic isoprenoid.   

 

5.3   Results and Discussion 

 

5.3.1  Synthesis of alkyne diphosphate (3) 

 

 

 

Scheme 5.1. Synthesis of a minimal alkyne containing substrate (3) for PFTase. 

  

The synthesis of alkyne-containing prenyl-diphosphate analog 3 was completed in 

six steps from 3-methyl-2-buten-1-o1 (Figure 2) in a 7.9% overall yield. Dimethylallyl 

alcohol was protected with dihydropyran, and oxidized to give alcohol 6. The resulting 
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alcohol was converted into alkyne 7 via Williamson ether synthesis by alcohol 

deprotonation with NaH and subsequent addition of propargyl bromide. Deprotection of 7 

with PPTs gave alcohol 8 which was converted to alkyl bromide 9  by treatment with 

CBr4 and polymer-supported PPh3. Bromide 9  was converted to diphosphate 3 by 

treatment with [(nBu)4N]3HP2O7 and purification using ion-exchange chromatography 

and RP-HPLC. For subsequent use, compound 3 was dissolved in 25 mM NaHCO3 and 

its concentration subsequently quantified using 31P-NMR with an internal standard of 

phosphoric acid. The final product and all intermediates were characterized by 1H-NMR, 

13C-NMR, and ESI-MS.   

 

5.3.2 Evaluation of 3 as a substrate for PFTase using a peptide model 

 

Diphosphate 3 was first investigated as a potential PFTase substrate using a 

fluorescent HPLC based assay. A “CAAX box” containing peptide, OrG-RTRCVIA-OH 

(12), was prepared by synthesizing the linear peptide sequence by SPPS and coupling the 

fluorophore (10) to the N-terminus using DIPCDI, HOBt and DIEA in DMF. Initial 

attempts to analyze 3, as well as other longer non-natural-isoprenoid diphosphates, as 

substrates for PFTase were carried out using dansylated peptides, such as N-Dansyl-

GCVIA; however the prenylated products of these reactions were not sufficiently soluble 

in aqueous media. Thus, we abandoned efforts with the dansylated peptides in favor of 

Oregon Green-conjugated peptide 12 which was substantially more water soluble due to 

the presence of multiple charged arginine resides upstream of the required CVIA  
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Scheme 5.2. Synthesis and subsequent prenylation and ‘VIA’ proteolysis of Oregon 
Green-RTRCVIA.   

 

prenylation recognition sequence. In addition the Oregon Green fluorophore has a much 

higher quantum yield then the Dansyl fluorophore which in turn required lower peptide 

concentrations for analysis. In order to determine whether prenyl analog 3 was a substrate 

for PFTase, it was incubated with the enzyme and peptide 12 at 30 ºC in presence of Zn2+ 

and Mg2+.  At various time intervals, aliquots were removed and analyzed by HPLC to 

monitor the conversion from 12 to 13.  Nearly complete conversion (> 85%) was 

observed after incubating peptide 12 with an excess of 3 for 24 h using typical 

prenylation conditions. Prenylated product 13 was isolated using HPLC and its identity 

was confirmed using LC-MS.  After establishing that 3 was a PFTase substrate, we next  
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Figure 5.3. Reverse-phase HPLC analysis of purified peptides 12, 13, and 14. 
Chromatogram (1): PFTase peptide substrate OregonGreen-RTRCVIA 12 (tR= 35). 
Chromatogram (2): prenyl alkyne modified OregonGreen-RTRCVIA 13 (tR= 35). 
Chromatogram (3): Prenylated peptide 14 (tR= 35) that has had the last three amino acids 
of its “CAAX box” removed by the enzyme CPY.  

 

sought to pursue a minimization strategy that would remove the C-terminal tripeptide 

(VIA) from the “CAAX box” via proteolysis. If those residues required for PFTase 

recognition could be removed after prenylation, modification of biomolecules using this 

method is accomplished with only the net gain of a single cysteine with a modified side 

chain. Because the “CAAX box” is found at the C-terminus of PFTase substrates, 

carboxypeptidase Y (CPY) was used to cleave off the ‘AAX’ residues. Previous studies 

have shown that carboxypeptidase stalls at farnesylated and geranylgeranylated 

cysteine.136-138 Hence we predicted that prenylation with 3 followed by proteolysis would 
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result in removal of only the three final C-terminal amino acids, ‘AAX’, that followed the 

modified cysteine.  

Purified prenylated peptide 13 was converted to its proteolyzed homologue 14 

directly or was converted to 14 in one pot by addition of CPY and EDTA after most of 12 

was converted to 13 by PFTase. Using LC-MS, the CPY cleavage reaction was observed 

to be complete within minutes after addition of CPY (used at low micromolar 

concentrations). Completion was indicated by the absence of any starting material 

observable by MS and HPLC. CPY-cleaved samples of 13 were also analyzed for 

cleavage fragments upstream of the modified cysteine side chain. None of the masses for 

products proteolyzed beyond the modified cysteine were observed. This provides good 

evidence that CPY cannot cleave through the modified cysteine residue due to its 

excessive size. Hence, because CPY does not cleave past the modified cysteine, “CAAX 

box” containing proteins should also have their final three amino acids safely cleaved 

using this method.  

 

5.3.3  Prenylation and Proteolysis of mCherry  

 

Modifying amino acid residues in proteins is commonly done by reacting Cys or 

Lys residues with activated succinimidyl esters or maleimides respectively. These protein 

modification methods while robust, lack the ability to specifically label individual Cys or 

Lys residues. A plethora of enzymes exist that are responsible for the post-translational 

modification of proteins.139 These enzymes require amino acid recognition sequences of  
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Scheme 5.3. Prenylation, ‘VIA’ proteolysis, and immobilization of mCherry-CVIA using 
(3), CPY, and azide modified agarose. 

 

varying lengths to guide them to the specific amino acid targeted for modification. In the 

case of PFTase, the required recognition sequence is only four amino acids long.87, 88 The 

brevity of this sequence along with the promiscuity of PFTase provides a unique 

opportunity to use this enzymatic process for the site specific labeling of proteins at 

cysteine resides near the C-terminus of proteins. This labeling technique can also be used 

on non-naturally prenylated proteins by appending a CVIA tag at the protein’s C-

terminus by site directed mutagenesis and subsequently overexpressing the modified 

protein in E. coli. Using this method, virtually any protein can be functionalized with a 

versatile alkyne moiety. 

Having validated the incorporation of 3 into peptides using PFTase, we next 

sought to apply this to a protein that was not naturally prenylated. PCR based insertion 

was used to append a CVIA peptide tag to the C-terminus of mCherry to render the 

fluorescent protein a PFTase substrate.131 mCherry was used due to its fluorescent 

properties and relative stability. Previously CVIA-modified mCherry has been prenylated  
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Figure 5.4. Click reactions with azide-functionalized agarose and alkyne modified RFP. 
(A) Reaction of azide-functionalized agarose with alkyne labeled mCherry (16) in the 
presence of 1 mM CuSO4. (B) Reaction of azide-functionalized agarose with alkyne 
labeled mCherry (16) in the absence of CuSO4. (C) Reaction of mCherry-CVIA (15) in 
presence of 1 mM CuSO4. All reactions were run in the presence of 80 µM protein, 1 mM 
TCEP, 100 µM TBTA ligand, and 50 mM NaH2PO4, pH 7.3. Bright field images are on 
left and fluorescent microscope images are on right. Bars in lower right corners represent 
200 µM. 

 

with FPP as well as with non-natural, bioorthogonal prenyl substrates.131 In this previous 

work, mCherry was prenylated with an azide- functionalized farnesyl analog and 

subsequently attached to alkyne-functionalized agarose using Cu(I)-catalyzed, [3+2] 

Huisgen cycloaddtion. In the present work, mCherry-CVIA was prenylated with alkyne-

functionalized 3 by PFTase to yield prenylated protein 16. The use of isoprenoid 

diphosphate 3 for this enzymatic transfer is particularly notable since it is the smallest 

alkyne isoprenoid substrate known for PFTase. 
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 In order to demonstrate the modification of mCherry by 3, the putatively 

modified product 16 was subsequently reacted with azide-functionalized agarose using 

Cu(I)-catalyzed, Huisgen cycloaddtion. After reacting for 2 h, the supernatant was 

removed and the beads were exhaustively washed to remove any non-covalently bound 

proteins. Fluorescence microscopy revealed that the beads treated with mCherry modified 

with 3 (16) in presence of copper, TBTA ligand, and TCEP turned bright red (Figure 6A) 

due to the conjugation of the red fluorescent protein via a triazole linkage to the agarose 

beads. Control experiments where the beads were incubated in the presence of 16 but in 

absence of copper (Figure 6B) or unprenylated mCherry (Figure 6C) showed no 

significant fluorescence signal. Thus, these results support the conclusion that mCherry 

can be modified by PFTase using 3 as a substrate and successfully immobilized.  

 
 

5.3.4  Reactivity of ‘VIA’ Deficient mCherry Protein  

 

Prenylated mCherry protein 16 was treated with CPY under conditions that were 

shown to completely remove the final three amino acids of peptide 13. After treatment, 

the protein was concentrated and clicked to agarose beads as described above. The 

fluorescence intensity of beads linked with ‘VIA’ deficient protein 17 (20) was similar to 

that of beads reacted with full length mCherry protein 16 (19) when analyzed using the 

same imaging conditions. This indicates that the CPY treatment did not proteolyze past 

the prenylated cysteine within the “CAAX box”. If CPY had read though the modified 

cysteine, then the resulting protein would not have had an alkyne available for  
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Figure 5.5. Click reactions with azide-functionalized agarose and alkyne modified ‘VIA’ 
deficient RFP. (A) Reaction of azide-functionalized agarose with alkyne labeled ‘VIA’ 
deficient mCherry (17) in the presence of 1 mM CuSO4. (B) Reaction of azide-
functionalized agarose with alkyne labeled ‘VIA’ deficient mCherry (17) in the absence 
of 1 mM CuSO4. All reactions were ran in the presence of 80 µM protein, 1 mM TCEP, 
100 µM TBTA ligand, and 50 mM NaH2PO4, pH 7.3. Bright field images are on left and 
fluorescent microscope images are on right. Bars in lower right corners represent 200 
µM. 

 

cycloaddtion to the azide-modified agarose. Also, since the fluorescence intensity of the 

beads closely matched that of the beads clicked to mCherry protein 16 under the same 

conditions, the data suggests that the full length and proteolyzed forms of prenylated 

mCherry (16 and 17, respectively) are immobilized with comparable efficiencies; it 

should be noted that CPY treatment had no deleterious effect on the reactivity or stability 

of the alkyne modified protein. 

 

5.3.5  Prenylation of Hcp1 with Prenyl Diphosphate 3 
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Compromised solubility in aqueous solutions is a potential problem when 

modifying proteins with hydrophobic lipid moieties. One motivation for our current study 

was to define a minimal alkyne-containing PFTase substrate that could circumvent this 

issue.  We chose the homohexameric ring-shaped protein, Hcp1, from Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa as a model for comparing the relative impact of modification with 3 versus 

larger, previous generation lipid substrates.  Hcp1 was chosen for these studies because 

the C-terminus of the protein readily tolerates fusions, is solvent accessible, and faces the 

exterior ring face.  Furthermore, the feasibility of in vitro isoprenoid modification of 

oligomeric proteins had not yet been ascertained. 

We designed and generated an expression construct for Hcp1 containing a C-

terminal His6-tag followed by the “CAAX-box” sequence ‘CVIA’ (Hcp1-CVIA).  This 

protein was expressed, purified, and modified with 3 or with the larger C15-dihydroazide 

compound (2) in a similar manner described above. Trypsin digestion and subsequent MS 

analysis of the prenylated samples showed efficient incorporation of the isoprenoid 

compounds.  The predicted C-terminal peptides containing the isoprenoid modification 

(3, m/z = 2132.0; 2, m/z = 2257.2) were readily detected, however the corresponding 

unmodified peptide (m/z = 2010.0) was only detected in a control sample containing 

unreacted Hcp1-CVIA (Figure 9A).  Thus, our MS analysis suggests that Hcp1 is nearly 

quantitatively modified with both substrates under these conditions. Interestingly, our 

results also indicate that nearly complete derivitization of multimeric proteins can be 

accomplished. 

 Next, we evaluated the solubility of Hcp1 modified with 2 or 3.  Semi-

quantitative Western blot analysis was used to compare the concentration of protein  
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Figure 5.6: Mass spectrometry of enzymatic reactions on Hcp1. P. aeruginosa Hcp1 is 
efficiently prenylated by PFTase and its solubility depends on the length of the lipid 
moiety.  (A) MALDI mass spectra of tryptic digests of unmodified Hcp1-CVIA and 
Hcp1-CVIA modified with either 2 (24) or 3 (22).  An asterisk in each spectrum indicates 
the position of the diagnostic peptide.  A zoomed area surrounding this region is provided 
in the insets. The spectra lack great overall similarity due to the presence or absence of 
additional peaks contributed by PFTase tryptic peptides.  In the case of Hcp1-CVIA, 
reactions with 3, excess PFTase was utilized; therefore, PFTase-originating peak are 
particularly prominent.  (B) C5-Alkyne modified Hcp1 (22) displays improved solubility 
properties relative to C15-Azide modified Hcp1.  Western blot analysis of whole reaction 
(R) and soluble (S) fractions of Hcp1-C15-Azide (C15, 24) and Hcp1-C5-Alkyne (C5, 
22). (C) MALDI mass spectra of tryptic digests of (22) before (top) and after (bottom) 
treatment with carboxypeptidase (CPY).  The arrows indicate the position of the cleaved 
peptide. 
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present in the whole reaction to that which remained in the soluble fraction following 

high-speed centrifugation.  As shown in Figure 9B, soluble C15-modified Hcp1-CVIA 

(24) was not detected, whereas soluble C5-modified Hcp1-CVIA (22) was present at a 

level equivalent to that found in the whole reaction. Thus, the solubility properties of 

Hcp1-CVIA can be dramatically affected by the nature of the isoprenoid employed for 

modification. 

 

5.3.6  CPY Proteolysis of Alkyne-modified Hcp1 

 

Hcp1 that was prenylated with 3 (22) was subsequently treated with CPY in order 

to remove the last three C-terminal amino acids, VIA, that are required for enzymatic 

prenylation. In a one pot reaction, CPY was added to Hcp1 that was previously incubated 

with PFTase, 3, Zn2+, and Mg2+ for 2 h. The protein in the reaction mixture was 

subsequently trypsinized and analyzed by mass spectrometry. The predicted C-terminal 

peptide containing isoprenoid modification and the loss of the last three amino acids was 

detected (m/z = 1848.9) (Figure 9C); however the prenylated Hcp1 fragment with an 

intact ‘CAAX box’ was not found (m/z = 2132.0). Thus, prenylation and CPY proteolysis 

of Hcp1 resulted in the net attachment of a prenylated cysteine residue to the C-terminus 

of the protein. In end, this allows for the addition of alkyne functionality to a protein in a 

manner that limits the “tag” present in the final product to a single Cys at the protein’s C-

terminus. 
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Scheme 5.4. Ensymatic reactions using HcP1. Prenylation of Hcp1 with prenyl alkyne 3 
and prenyl azide 2. Hcp1 prenylated with alkyne 3b was subsequently proteolyzed using 
CPY. 
 

 

5.4   Conclusions 

 

 Modifying “CAAX box” containing proteins with non-natural prenyl 

diphosphates is an efficient way to append useful functionality near the C-terminus of a 

polypeptide. Even if a protein does not naturally end in a “CAAX” sequence it can be 

changed to include the sequence via simple genetic manipulation. Using this method 

allows virtually any protein to be modified near its C-terminus with bioorthogonal 

functionality. One potential limitation of this method results from the increase of a 

protein’s hydrophobicity (and hence solubility) after prenyl modification. Using shorter, 

non-natural prenyl substrates such as compound 3 to modify proteins curtails the increase 

of hydrophobicity that stems from prenyl modification. Furthermore the final three amino 

acids of the “CAAX box” that is required for prenylation of proteins and peptides can 
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also be enzymatically removed by treatment with carboxypeptidase Y. The peptidase 

removes the final three amino acids but does not efficiently read through a prenylated 

cysteine. Removing these three nonpolar amino acids further reduces the net amount of 

hydrophobicity needed to be added to modify proteins with this method. In summary, 

using this approach proteins and peptides can be specifically modified with alkyne 

functionality with a net gain of a single added cysteine whose side chain is modified with 

only nine additional non-hydrogen atoms. This should be useful for a variety of 

applications in protein chemistry. 

 

5.5   Summary 

 

Recently a number of non-natural prenyl groups containing alkynes and azides 

have been developed as handles to perform click chemistry on proteins and peptides 

ending in the sequence “CAAX”, where C is a cysteine that becomes alkylated, A is an 

aliphatic amino acid and X is any amino acid. When such molecules are modified, a tag 

containing a prenyl analog and the “CAAX box” sequence remains. Here we report the 

synthesis of an alkyne-containing substrate comprised of only nine non-hydrogen atoms. 

This substrate was synthesized in six steps from 3-methyl-2-buten-1-ol and has been 

enzymatically incorporated into both proteins and peptides using protein 

farnesyltransferase. After prenylation the final three amino acids required for enzymatic 

recognition can be removed using carboxypeptidase Y, leaving a single residue (the 

cysteine from the “CAAX box”) and the prenyl analog as the only modifications. We also 
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demonstrate that this small tag minimizes the impact of the modification on the solubility 

of the targeted protein. Hence, this new approach should be useful for applications in 

which the presence of a large tag hinders the modified protein’s solubility, reactivity or 

utility. 

 

5.6  Experimental 

 

5.6.1   General Experimental for Procedures Done in Chapter 5 

 

 All synthetic reactions were carried out at rt unless otherwise noted.  Thin layer 

chromatography was done using aluminum plates pre-coated with silica gel 60 from 

EMD chemicals. Plates were stained using KMnO4 since all synthesized compounds 

contained unsaturated functionality. Flash chromatography silica gel (60-200 mesh, 75-

250 µM) was obtained from Mallinckrodt Inc. 1H-NMR spectra were obtained at 200 or 

300 MHz. 13C-NMR were obtained at 125 or 75 MHz. 31P-NMR spectra were obtained at 

242 MHz. All spectra were obtained on Varian instruments at 25 ºC. HPLC separations 

were performed using a Beckman 166 instrument, equipped with a UV detector, a 

fluorescence detector (Chromtech) and a Phenomenex C18 column (Luna, 10 µM, 10 × 

250 mm) attached to a 5 cm guard column for preparative separations and a Varian C18 

column (Microsorb-MV, 5 µM, 4.6 × 250 mm) for analytical separations. All UV traces 

were collected at 214 nm and all fluorescence data was collected using λex = 492 nm and 
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λem = 520 nm. Preparative separations were accomplished using a flow rate of 5 mL/min 

while analytical runs were carried out using a flow rate of 1 mL/min. Unless otherwise 

noted solvent A was 0.1% TFA in H2O and solvent B was 0.1% TFA in CH3CN. HR-

ESI-MS was done using a Bruker Bio TOF II instrument. MALDI-TOF was completed 

using a 4800 MALDI-TOF/TOF mass analyzer from Applied Biosystems Inc. 

Recombinant yeast PFTase was overexpressed in E.coli BL21(DE3)/pRD577 cells, 

harvested in 1 L cultures, and purified using ion exchange and affinity chromatography to 

yield enzyme with a specific activity of 0.22 µmol·min-1·mg-1.62 Purified enzyme was 

stored in 20-100 µL aliquots in 40% glycerol (v/v) at -80˚C. CVIA-modified m-cherry 

was purified using previously developed methods.131 Concentrations of all proteins and 

enzymes were determined via Bradford assay using BSA standards.140 Concentrations of 

Oregon Green fluorescent peptides were determined spectroscopically (Ɛ492 = 85,000 M-

1·cm-1, 20 mM Tris, pH 9.0).141 Oregon Green carboxylic acid was purchased from 

Molecular Probes. ZipTips (µ-C18) were purchased from Millipore. TBTA ligand used 

for click reactions and diphosphate 2 were synthesized as previously described.84, 142 MS 

grade trypsin was purchased from Promega. All other chemicals were purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich.    

 

5.6.2  Synthesis of C-5 alkyne 

  

5.6.2.1  (E)-2-methyl-4-(tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yloxy)but-2-en-1-ol (7)    
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First, previously described procedures were followed to protect the terminal 

hydroxyl group of 3-methyl-2-buten-1-ol (4) with a THP group to  provide compound 5, 

which was subsequently oxidized using t-Bu-OOH and H2SeO3 (Figure 2).
74 The 

resulting alcohol 6 (0.84 g, 4.5 mmol) was dissolved in 10 mL dry THF and placed into a 

38 mL sealed tube with a threaded plug. Next the solution was cooled to 0 ºC and NaH 

(380 mg, 16 mmol) was slowly added to the vessel over 2 min with the observation of 

some vigorously bubbling, the formation of a white precipitate and a change in color to 

orange-brown. The tube was capped and slowly allowed to warm to rt. After 1 h, the tube 

was opened and pre-chilled propargyl bromide (5.5 g, 46 mmol) was added at 0 ºC. The 

tube was resealed and heated to 55 ºC for three days at which time the solution was 

cooled to rt, quenched with H2O (15 mL), extracted with EtOAc (2 × 15 mL), washed 

with H2O (2 × 15 mL), concentrated, dried over Na2SO4, and purified using flash 

chromatography (3:1 hexanes/EtOAc, v/v) to yield alkyne 7 as a clear light brown oil (1.0 

g, 99% yield). 1NMR (CDCl3, 300MHz): δ 1.48-1.91 (m, 6H), 1.72 (s, 1H), 2.44 (t, J = 

2.3 Hz, 1H), 3.49-3.58 (m, 1H), 3.85-3.94 (m, 1H), 4.00 (s, 1H), 4.09 (dd, J = 6.6 Hz, 

12.3 Hz, 1H), 4.13 (s, 1H), 4.31 (dd, J = 6.6 Hz, 12.3 Hz, 1H), 4.65 (t, J = 3.0 Hz, 1H), 

5.68 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H). 13C-NMR (75.4 MHz, CDCl3): δ 14.2, 19.6, 25.5, 30.7, 56.9, 

62.3, 63.3, 74.4, 75.1, 79.8, 98.1, 124.8, 135.4. HR-ESI MS for C13H20O3 [M+Na]+, calcd 

247.1310, found 247.1293.  

 

5.6.2.2  (E)-2-(3-methyl-4-(prop-2-ynyloxy)but-2-enyloxy)tetrahydro-2H-

pyran (8)  
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PPTs (39 mg, 0.16 mmol) was added to a stirred solution of alkyne 7 (0.49 g, 2.2 

mmol) in 3.0 mL of EtOH at 55 ºC. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 24 h at 

reflux, at which time the reaction was concentrated and purified using flash 

chromatography (3:1 hexanes/EtOAc, v/v) to afford alcohol 8 as a clear light brown oil 

(220 mg, 71% yield). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 300MHz): δ 1.72 (s, 3H), 2.45 (t, J = 2.4 Hz, 

1H), 3.98 (s, 1H), 4.14 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 2H), 4.24 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 2H), 5.71 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 

1H). 13C-NMR (75.4 MHz, CDCl3): δ 14.1, 57.0, 59.1, 74.5, 75.0, 79.8, 127.2, 134.8. 

HR-ESI MS for C8H12O2Na [M+Na]+, calcd 163.0730, found 163.0724. 

 

5.6.2.3  (E)-4-bromo-2-methyl-1-(prop-2-ynyloxy)but-2-ene (9) 

 

PPh3 (polymer-supported beads, 500 mg, 1.9 mmol) was suspended in a solution 

of alcohol 8 (100 mg, 0.96 mmol) dissolved in 1.0 mL dry CH2Cl2 for 30 min to allow 

the resin to swell. After addition of CBr4 (380 mg, 1.2 mmol) the reaction was gently 

stirred for 20 h at which time the beads were removed by filtration. The filtrate was 

concentrated and purified using flash chromatography (3:1 hex/EtOAc, v/v) to afford 

bromide 9 (110 mg, 73 % yield) as a clear light brown oil. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 300MHz): δ 

1.75 (s, 3H), 2.44 (t, J = 2.41 Hz, 1H), 3.98 (s, 1H), 4.01 (d, J = 2.41, 2H), 4.11 (d, J = 

2.41 Hz, 2H), 5.82 (t, J = 8.41 Hz, 1H). 13C-NMR (75.4 MHz): δ 14.0, 28.1, 51.4, 74.5, 

74.9, 79.8, 123.6, 138.7. HR-ESI MS for C8H11BrO [M+H]+
, calcd 202.0, found 202.0. 
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5.6.2.4  (E)-3-methyl-4-(prop-2-ynyloxy)but-2-enyl trihydrogen diphosphate 

(3) 

 

Phosphorylating reagent, (n-Bu4N)3HP2O7, was synthesized using procedures 

developed by Davisson et al.84 Bromide 9 (30 mg, 0.15 mmol) and (n-Bu4N)3HP2O7 (340 

mg, 0.38 mmol) were dissolved in 2.0 mL dry CH3CN and stirred at rt for 3 h. The 

reaction was then monitored for remaining starting material using TLC (3:1 

hexanes/EtOAc, v/v). No starting material was observed. A column with AG 50WX8 ion 

exchange resin  (13 cm × 1.5 cm) was converted to its ammonium form by adding three 

column volumes of H2O/NH4OH (3:1 v/v) and was equilibrated with buffer C (25 mM 

NH4HCO3/iPrOH, 49:1 v/v) until the pH of the eluant was 7.5-8.0. The reaction mixture 

was then dissolved in 20 mL of buffer C and applied to the equilibrated column and the 

eluant collected. An additional 20 mL was used to further elute the product and was 

combined with the preceding fractions. The combined fractions were lyophilized and 

purified by preparative RP-HPLC (isocratic, solvent A: 25 mM NaHCO3). Rt = 2.8 min. 

Product-containing fractions were lyophilized to yield 3 (23 mg, 51% yield). 1H NMR 

(D2O/ND4OD, 300MHz):  δ 1.58 (s, 3H), 2.72 (t, J = 2.5 Hz), 3.91 (s, 2H), 4.04 (t, J = 2.5 

Hz, 2H), 4.36-3.44 (m, 2H), 5.48 (t, J = 6.6, 1H). 31P NMR (D2O/ND4OD, 300MHz):  δ -

10.14 (d, J = 19.88 Hz, 1P), -8.35 (d, J = 19.9 Hz, 1P).  13C-NMR (75.4 MHz,): δ 13.7, 

56.8, 62.3, 75.1, 76.1, 79.7, 125.2, 136.0. HR-ESI MS for C8H14O8P2 [M-H] -
, calcd 

299.0091, found 299.0064. 
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5.6.3   Synthesis of C15-azide 

 

5.6.3.1  1-[(Tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yl)oxy]-3-methyl-2-butene82 (26)     

 

All trans farnesol (13.9g, 62.51 mmol) and pyridium tosylate (1.22g, 4.67 mmol) 

was added to a stirring solution of 90 mL of DCM and DHP (7.81g, 84.12 mmol). The 

clear and colorless solution was stirred for four hours at which time the reaction was 

checked for completion using TLC (3:1 hexanes to ethyl acetate; Rf product 0.78). The 

reaction was then concentrated to around 40 mL and white salt precipitate was observed. 

The heterogenous mixture was then diluted into 30 mL ether, washed with brine 

(3×30mL), dried over sodium sulfate and concentrated to yield 19.50 grams of protected 

product in quantitative yield. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 1.50-1.58 (m, 4H), 1.60 (s, 

6H), 1.69 (s, 6H), 1.71-1.89 (m, 2H), 1.98-2.13 (m, 8H), 3.51 (m, 1H), 3.90 (m, 1H) 4.03 

(dd, 1H, J = 7.5, 12), 4.24 (dd, 1H, J = 6.6, 12.0), 4.64 (t, 1H, J = 3.5), 5.10 (m, 2H), 5.38 

(t, 1H, J =6.3); 13C-NMR (75.4 MHz, CDCl3): δ 16.1, 16.5, 17.7, 19.7, 25.6, 25.8, 26.3, 

26.8, 30.8, 39.7, 39.8, 62.3, 63.7, 97.8, 120.7, 124.0, 124.4, 131.4, 135.3, 140.3.  
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Figure 5.10: Synthesis of C15-alkyne diphosphate (1) 

 

5.6.3.2  (E,E,E)-3,7,11-trimethyl-1-O-THP-2,6,10-dodecatriene-12-ol82 (27) 

 

Protected farnesol 26 (8.45, 60.12 mmol) was dissolved in 30 mL DCM. To this 

tBu-OOH (8.0g, 90 mmol), SeO2 (220 mg, 2.0 mmol), and salicylic acid (276 mg, 2 

mmol) were added and the solution was stirred overnight. The reaction was then 

concentrated dissolved in 40 mL toluene, washed with H2O (3×40mL), concentrated 

again to co-evaporate excess tBuOOH. The resulting liquid was diluted in 30 mL ether, 

washed with 40 mL NaHCO3, dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated. The crude product 

was then purified using silica chromatography (3:1 hexanes to ethyl acetate; Rf product = 

0.30) to yield 4.5g of alcohol in 23.2 % yield. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 1.48-1.91 

(m, 6H), 1.57 (s, 3H), 1.62 (s, 3H), 1.70 (s, 3H), 1.98-2.22 (m, 8H), 3.53 (m, 1H) 3.88 

(m, 1H), 3.87-4.08 (m,1H), 3.98 (s, 2H), 4.22-4.28 (m, 1H), 4.65 (t, 1H), 5.13 (t, 1H), 

5.37 (t,1H), 5.40 (t,1H). 13C-NMR (75.4 MHz, CDCl3): δ 13.7, 16.0, 16.5, 19.6, 25.5, 

26.1, 26.2, 30.7, 39.3, 39.6, 62.3, 63.6, 68.8, 97.7, 120.7, 124.2, 125.8, 134.8, 134.9 
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5.6.3.3  (E,E,E)-3,7,11-Trimethyl-1-O-THP-12-propargoxy-2,6,8-dodecatriene 

(28) 

 

Alcohol 27 (3.0 g, 9.4 mmol) was dissolved in 15 mL dry THF and placed into a 

38 mL sealed tube with a threaded type A plug.  Next, the solution was cooled to 0 ºC 

and NaH (600 mg, 26 mmol) was added with observations of some bubbling. The 

reaction was stirred at 0 ºC for 90 min in the capped tube, with increasing amounts of 

insoluble white salts appearing as reaction proceeded.  Then, pre-chilled propargyl 

bromide (11.0 g, 80% wt. % solution in toluene, 74 mmol) was added at 0 ºC over 1 min. 

The reaction tube was capped, and the reaction was stirred at 110 ºC for two days. The 

reaction was quenched with 25 mL of H2O, extracted with EtOAc (2 × 30 mL), washed 

with H2O (2 × 20 mL), dried over Na2SO4, and concentrated to yield a clear brown oil. 

The crude product was subjected to chromatography (3/1 hexanes/EtOAc, v/v) and 3.09 g 

(92%) of 28 was obtained as a clear oil.  Rf=0.80 (3/1 hexanes/EtOAc, v/v); . 1H-NMR 

(300 MHz, CDCl3):  1.46-1.95 (m, 6H), 1.61 (s, 3H), 1.66 (s, 3H), 1.69 (s, 3H), 1.95-2.27 

(m, 8H), 2.42 (t, 1H), 3.48-3.57 (m, 1H)3.86-3.94 (m, 1H), 3.98-4.16 (m, 1H), 3.95 (s, 

2H), 4.09 (s, 2H), 4.20-4.30 (m, 1H), 4.65 (t,1H), 5.13 (t,1H), 5.38 (t, 1H), 5.44 (t, 1H)  

13C-NMR (75.4 MHz, CDCl3): δ 13.9, 16.0, 16.4, 19.6, 25.5, 26.3, 26.3, 30.7, 39.2, 39.3, 

56.2, 62.3, 83.6, 74.1, 75.8, 80.0, 97.8, 120.6, 124.3, 129.4, 131.1, 134.8, 140.2. 
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 5.6.3.4 (E,E,E)-3,7,11-Trimethyl-12-propargoxy-2,6,8-dodecatrien-1-ol (29) 

 

PPTs (45 mg, 0.18 mmol) was added to a stirred solution of 28 (620 mg, 1.7 

mmol) in 10 mL of EtOH at 55 oC. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 24 h at 55 

oC, after which the solvent was removed in vacuo. Crude product was purified using flash 

chromatography (3/1 hexanes/EtOAc, v/v) to afford 0.43 g (91%) of 29 as a colorless oil. 

Rf=0.2 (3/1 hexanes/EtOAc, v/v); 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 1.62 (s, 3H), 1.67 (s, 

3H), 1.70 (s, 3H), 2.02-2.17 (m, 8H), 2.43 (t, 1H, J=2.4), 3.95 (s, 2H), 4.09 (d, 2H, 

J=2.4), 4.16 (d, 2H, J=6.9), 5.13 (t, 1H), 5.38 (t,1H) 5.41 (t, 1H); 13C-NMR (75.4 MHz, 

CDCl3): δ 14.0, 16.0, 16.4, 26.3, 26.4, 26.5, 39.0, 39.2, 56.4, 74.1, 75.9, 80.1, 123.5, 

124.2, 129.4, 131.3, 135.0, 139.8; HR-ESI-MS calcd for [M+Na]+ C18H28O2Na+, exact 

mass: 299.1987, found 299.1991. 

 

5.6.3.5  (E,E,E)-1-Bromo -3,7,11-trimethyl-8-propargoxy-2,6,8-dodecatriene 

(30) 

 

PPh3 (polymer-supported beads, 980 mg, 3.2 mmol) was suspended in a solution 

of 29 (430 mg, 1.6 mmol) in 30 mL CH2Cl2 and the reaction mixture was stirred until all 

the beads were swelled (40 min) at r.t.  After a slow addition of CBr4 (840 mg, 2.5 

mmol), the reaction was stirred overnight under N2 at r.t., after which the beads were 

removed by filtration to yield 30 (0.619 g). Further purification was not necessary, since 
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TLC showed a single spot, corresponding to the desired product. Rf=0.9 (3/1 

hexanes/EtOAc, v/v); 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 1.63 (s, 3H), 1.66 (s, 3H), 1.72 (s, 

3H), 1.94-2.22 (m, 8H), 2.41 (t, 1H), 3.91 (s, 2H), 4.00 (d, 2H), 4.06 (d, 2H),  5.08 (t, 

1H), 5.40 (t, 1H), 5.51 (t, 1H). 13C-NMR (75.4 MHz, CDCl3): δ 14.0, 16.1, 16.6, 26.2, 

26.4, 29.8, 39.3, 39.5, 56.4, 74.2, 75.8, 80.1, 120.7, 123.8, 129.4, 131.9, 135.2, 143.6. 

 

5.6.3.6  (E,E,E)-3,7,11-Trimethyl-1-diphosphate-8-propargoxy-2,6,8-

dodecatriene (1) 

 

Bromide 30 (0.21 g, 0.62 mmol) and (n-Bu4N)3HP2O7 (700 mg, 0.78 mmol) were 

reacted in 2.0 mL dry CH3CN at  r.t. for 24 h, after which the solvent was removed in 

vacuo.  Bio-Rad AG 50W-X8 ion exchange resin (100-200-mesh, hydrogen form) was 

used to convert the product to its ammonium form. The resin was packed into a column, 

washed with 3 bed volumes of H2O/conc. NH4OH (3/1, v/v), and equilibrated with 4 bed 

volumes of 25 mM NH4HCO3/i-PrOH (49/1, v/v) (solvent C). The crude product was 

applied to the column, eluted with 30 mL solvent C, lyophilized, then purified by 

reversed-phase HPLC using a semi-preparative column and the following conditions: UV 

detection 220 nm; flow rate 5.0 mL/min; injection loop 5 mL; gradient 0-20% solvent B 

in 15 min, 20-32% in 35 min; solvent A: 25 mM NH4HCO3, solvent B: CH3CN. Purified 

1 eluted at Rf=24.3 min. Fractions containing 1 were pooled, and lyophilized, yielding 45 

mg (17%) of a white powder.  1H-NMR (500 MHz, ND4OD/D2O pH=8): δ 1.40 (s, 3H), 
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1.46 (s, 3H), 1.50 (s, 3H), 1.83-1.98 (m, 8H), 2.61 (t, 1H, J=2.0), 3.73 (s, 2H), 3.84 (d, 

2H, J=2.0), 4.23 (t, 2H, J=10.0), 4.96 (d, 1H), 5.22 (d, 2H); 31P-NMR (121 MHz, 

ND4OD/D2O pH=8): δ -9.87 (d, J=21), -6.08 (d, J=21); 13C-NMR (75.4 MHz, CDCl3): δ 

13.1, 15.1, 15.5, 25.5, 25.0, 38.4, 38.9, 55.3, 62.1, 75.3, 75.4, 79.0, 119.7, 124.4, 130.6, 

135.0, 142.1, 160.2.  The concentrations of stock solutions of 1 dissolved in 25 mM 

NH4HCO3 were determined by phosphorus analysis.143  

 

 

5.6.4 Oregon Green-RTRCVIA-OH (12) 

 

The linear peptide sequence NH2-RTRCVIA-Wang was assembled by automated 

Fmoc SPPS using Wang resin on an ABI 430 peptide synthesizer. A solution containing 

DIPCDI (1.9 µL, 12 µmol), Oregon Green carboxylic acid (10) (5.0 mg, 12 µmol), HOBt 

(1.8 mg, 12 µmol), DIEA (3.12 µL, 26 µmol) and DMF (800 µL) was incubated for 10 

min at rt and added to NH2-RTRCVIA-Wang (40 mg, 12 µmol) in a 10 mL solid-phase 

reaction vessel. The vessel was then tumbled for 14 h in the dark at which time the resin 

was filtered, washed with DMF (6 × 1 mL) and CH2Cl2 (3 × 1 mL) to yield side chain-

protected peptide 11 (Figure 4). The resultant brilliant orange resin was dried in vacuo for 

4 h, placed in 4 mL of Reagent K (TFA, H2O, thioanisole, phenol, ethanedithiol / 82.5: 5: 

5: 5: 2.5) and tumbled in the dark for 1.5 h. The orange solution containing cleaved 

peptide was filtered from the resin, dissolved into 100 mL Et2O, precipitated at -20° C 

overnight, and centrifuged to from a pellet which was washed with Et2O (2 × 50 mL). 
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The crude peptide was purified by RP-HPLC (gradient: 0-25% B over 6 min, 25-30% B 

over 10 min, isocratic at 30% B for 20 min). Rt = 17 min. Product containing fractions 

were lyophilized to yield 12. ESI MS for C54H71F2N13O15S [M+H]+, calcd 1212.5, found 

1212.5.  

 

5.6.5 Purification of PFTase 

 

Yeast PFTase cells were grown o/n on LB agar plates that contained ambicillin 

(0.1 mg/mL). A single colony was dropped into 100mL of LB media (10g/L Tryptone, 

10g/L Sodium Chloride, 5g/L Yeast Extract) containing 0.1 mg/mL ambicillin and grown 

overnight. The culture was used to inoculate 6.0 L of Super Broth (SB) media (32g/L of 

Bactotryptone, 20g/L yeast extract, 5.0g/L NaCl, 5.0mL/L 1.0M NaOH) containing 

ambicillin (0.1 mg/mL). The large cultures were grown at 37°C to an OD600 of around 

0.50 and induced with a final concentration of 0.20 mM  isopropyl-β-D-galactoside 

(ITPG). After 12 h the cells were harvested by centrifugation (17,000 g), flash frozen in 

N2 and stored at -80°C. 

10 g of cells were lysed in 100 mL of sonication buffer (50mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.0, 

5.0 mM 2-mercaptoethanol (BME), 1.0 mM phenylmethylsulfonylfloride (PMSF)) and 

sonicated on ice 5×30s with 30s breaks. The lysate was centrifuged (12,000g) for 20 min 

and dialyzed against  
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sonication buffer without PMSF. The dialyzed solution was applied to a equliberated DE 

42 anion exchange column that was equilibrated by washing with 10 c.v of Buffer B (50 

mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.0, 5.0 mM MgCl2, 50 µM ZnCl2, 10 mM BME, 1 M NaCl) followed 

by 10 c.v of buffer A (50mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.0, 5.0 mM MgCl2, 50 µM ZnCl2, 10 mM 

BME). The sample was eluted with the following method 0%B for 50 min, 0→50%B 

over 790 minutes. Enzyme eluted around 200 mM NaCl which is 40% B. Active fractions 

were determined using the continuous fluorescence assay (see Continuous Fluorescence  

 

 

Figure 5.7. Gel showing purification of PFTase. Protein samples after different stages of 
the purification of Pftase. Lane1: High weight molecular marker. Lane 2: After anion 
exchange column. Lane 3: Sample added to antibody column. Lane 4: Concentrated wash 
from antibody column Lane 5: Pure enzyme eluted from antibody column 

 

assay section below). The enzyme containing fractions were pooled concentrated to 

around 30 mL and added to an anit-α-tublin immunoaffinity column that was 

equliberated with binding buffer B (10 mM Na·phosphate, pH 7.0, 150 mM NaCl, 10 

mM EDTA, 10 mM BME). After addition of enzyme the column was washed with 

additional binding buffer B until the A280 of the wash returned to the baseline. The 

enzyme was then eluted with binding buffer B supplemented with 5.0 mM Asp·Phe. The 
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enzyme was then concentrated and flash frozen in 40% glycerol. The yield was 1.65 mg 

of enzyme with an activity of 0.0892 µMol·min-1mg-1. Enzyme also came off in wash 

fractions. These wash fractions that contained enzyme activity were concentrated to ~3 

mL and flash frozen in 40% glycerol. These pooled fractions had a concentration of 

4.2mg/mL and had an activity of 0.0893 µMol·min-1mg-1.  

 

5.6.6   Continuous Fluorescence Assay 

 

Assay buffer consisted of 50 µM Tris·HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 10µM ZnCl2, 5mM 

DTT, 2.4µM Dansyl-GCVIA , and 10 µM FPP. The buffer was prepared by 

preincubating a concentrated solution of all reagents except FPP and enzyme for 1 h at rt. 

The stocks solutions used to prepare the concentrated solution were 0.5 M Tris·HCl, 1 M 

MgCl2, 2 mM ZnCl2, 0.5 M DTT, and 0.372 mM Dansyl-GCVIA. The proper amount of 

each stock was combined so that when the solution was diluted with water each 

component would be at the proper concentration. After 1 h FPP was added and  490 µL 

of the assay buffer was warmed to 30°C for 4 min and placed in the fluorometer for an 

initial reading (340 nm excitation, 505 nm emission, 5 nm slits). After a 10-20s 10µL of 

an enzyme containing fraction was added. The change in fluorescence was then 

monitored for 7 minutes. The initial slope, amount of peptide used in the assay, 

concentration of the enzyme sample, initial fluorescence, final fluorescence were used to 
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calculate the specific activity of the enzyme. Equation 1 was used to calculate specific 

activity.  

 

Equation 1 (Mols of peptide used in assay)·(initial slope) / [(IUfinal-IU initial)·(mg of 
enzyme used in assay)].  

 

5.6.7  Prenylation of OG-RTRCVIA with Alkyne 3 

 

A 1 mL enzymatic reaction containing 2.4 µM 12, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0, 5 

mM DTT, 10 mM MgCl2, 100 µM ZnCl2, 44 µM 3, and 94 µL of 13 µM PFTase was 

performed in a 30 ºC water bath. To ensure complete reduction of any disulfide present in 

the starting peptide all reagents except 3 and enzyme were incubated at rt for 1 h. 

Following addition of 3, reactions were initiated by addition of enzyme. At various times 

aliquots (50-100 µL) were removed and analyzed by analytical HPLC (gradient: 0-60% B 

over 60 min). The reaction was deemed complete after 24 h and was purified using the 

above HPLC column and method. The starting material (12) had a Rt of 38.2 min and the 

prenylated product (13) had a Rt of 44.2 min (Figure 3). ESI MS for C62H81F2N13O16S 

[M+H] +
, calcd 1334.6, found 1334.6.  

 

5.6.8  Proteolysis of Prenylated Peptide 13 with Carboxypeptidase 
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 A 6.5 mL prenylation reaction containing 2.4 µM 12, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0, 

15 mM DTT, 10 mM MgCl2, 100 µM ZnCl2, 44 µM 3, and 94 µL of 13 µM PFTase was 

incubated  for 4.5 h at 30 ºC and was determined greater than 60% complete by RP-

HPLC. To ensure complete reduction of any disulfide present in the starting peptide all 

reagents except 3 and enzyme were incubated at rt for 1 h and the reaction was initiated 

by the addition of these two reagents as noted above. The prenylation reaction was 

allowed to incubate for 2 h at which time 50 µg of CPY dissolved in 1.0 mL of 20 mM 

Tris pH 8.0 containing 20 mM EDTA was added to the reaction. The reaction was 

removed from the 30 ºC water bath and placed at rt for 2 h at which time the proteolyzed 

product (14) was purified by preparative RP-HPLC (gradient: 0-60% B over 60 min). The 

product containing fractions were concentrated to remove CH3CN and re-purified using 

analytical HPLC (gradient: 0-60% B over 60 min) to obtain a product of greater than 

98% purity, Rt = 40.2 min (Figure 3). ESI MS for C48H56F2N10O13S [M+H]+, calcd 

1051.4, found 1051.4. 

 

5.6.9  Prenylation of mCherry-CVIA with 3  

 

 An enzymatic reaction (10 mL) was prepared that contained 50 mM Tris·HCl, pH 

7.0, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 µM ZnCl2, 15.0 mM DTT, 2.4 µM mCherry-CVIA (15), 40 µM 3, 

and 300 µL PFTase. In order to reduce any disulfide linkages, all reagents except 3 and 

enzyme were premixed and incubated together for 1 h at rt. Following addition of 3 and 

PFTase the reaction was incubated at 30°C for 4 h. At this time the reaction was 
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concentrated to 500 µL using a Centricon Ultra YM-10 filtration device and purified from 

excess alkyne 3 using a NAP-5 column. The concentration of the prenylated product (16) 

was determined spectroscopically (Ɛ492=72,000 M-1cm-1).144    

 

5.6.10  Carboxypeptidase Y Proteolysis of Alkyne Modified mCherry  

 

 Carboxypeptidase Y (75 µg) dissolved in 20 µL of 20 mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.5, was 

added to prenylated protein 16 (90 µL, 165 µM) followed by the addition of 60 µL of 20 

mM Tris·HCl buffer, pH 8.0, that was supplemented with 20 mM EDTA. The reaction 

was incubated at rt for 3 h, followed by incubation at 4 ºC overnight to yield truncated 

mCherry protein 16 (Figure 5). The next day the reaction was concentrated to 

approximately 60 µL using a Microcon YM-10 centrifugal device and quantified by a 

Bradford assay using BSA standards.140  

 

5.6.11  Attaching Alkyne Modified mCherry to Azide Functionalized Agarose 

 

Two samples containing 100 µL of azide modified agarose (18) were washed 

three times with 50 mM NaH2PO4, pH 7.3. One of the samples was suspended in 60 µL 

of 50 mM NaH2PO4, pH 7.3, containing 80 µM alkyne modified mCherry (16), 100 µM 

TBTA ligand, 1 mM CuSO4, and 1 mM TCEP. The other sample was suspended in the 
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same mixture but without CuSO4. The samples were reacted for 4 h at rt at which time 

the supernatant was collected and the beads were washed with 50 mM NaH2PO4 that 

contained 1M NaCl (3 × 100 µL). The copper deficient sample contained beads that 

looked the same before the reaction (white in color); however the reaction that included 

copper contained beads that were visibly red without the use of UV light. Under 

fluorescent light from an inverted microscope fitted with a Cy 5 filter, the beads that were 

treated with copper were bright red while the copper deficient control showed no 

fluorescence (Figure 6, compare panels A and B).  

Control reactions done in the absence of TBTA and TCEP did not indicate conjugation of 

alkyne modified mCherry (16) to azide functionalized beads (data not shown). Control 

reactions performed using unmodified mCherry protein 15 were also unreactive (Figure 

6, Panel C). The same procedure was used with prenylated mCherry protein that was 

treated with CPY (17) and yielded identical results (Compare Figure 6A to 7A).  

   

 

5.6.12  Hcp1-CVIA Cloning, Over-expression and Purification 

 

The CVIA-tag was appended to the C-terminus of Hcp1 pET29B_hcp1 145 by 

standard cloning procedures with PCR forward primer 5’–

GGAGATATACATATGGCTGTTGATATGTTCATCAAG–3’ and reverse primer 5’–

GGATCCTCAGGCGATCACGCAGTGGTGGTGGTGGTGGTGCTCG–3’.  This 
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places the amino acid sequence CVIA C-terminal to the 6x His-tag.  Hcp1-CVIA was 

expressed and purified as described previously.145 

 

5.6.13 Prenylation and CPY Proteolysis of Hcp1 with (3) 

An enzymatic reaction (0.3 mL) was prepared that contained 50 mM Tris·HCl, pH 

7.0, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 µM ZnCl2, 15 mM DTT, 2.4 µM Hcp1 (21), 57 µM 3, and 50 µL 

PFTase. In order to reduce any disulfide linkages, all reagents except 3 and enzyme were 

premixed and incubated together for 1 h at rt. Following addition of 3 and PFTase, the 

reaction was incubated at 30 °C for 3 h, at which time an aliquot was removed for 

analysis by mass spectrometry. MALDI-MS for C-terminal fragment 

QNVQALEHHHHHHC[C8H11O]VIA (the expected tryptic peptide containing the 

desired alkyne modification), C94H138,N32,O24,S, [M+H]+, calcd 2132.0, found 2132.0 

(Figure 9A). 

For CPY treated samples, a prenylation reaction was performed as described 

above (Figure 8). After 2 h, 100 µg of CPY dissolved in 40 µL of 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5 

was added to the reaction and allowed to react at rt without stirring. After 3 h, the 

reaction was stored at 4 ºC until further analysis by mass spectrometry. MALDI-MS for 

C-terminal fragment QNVQALEHHHHHHC[C8H11O], C80H113,N29,O21,S, [M+H]+, calcd 

1848.8, found 1848.8 (Figure 9C). 

 

5.6.14  Prenylation of Hcp1 with 2 
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An enzymatic reaction (3.1 mL) was prepared that contained 50 mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.0, 10 

mM MgCl2, 10 µM ZnCl2, 15 mM DTT, 2.4 µM Hcp1 (21), 20 µM 2, and 50 µL PFTase. 

Thiol reduction was preformed as described for the prenylation of Hcp1 with 3. 

Following addition of 2 and enzyme, the reaction was incubated at 30 °C for 3 h and 

subsequently analyzed by mass spectrometry. MALDI-MS for C-terminal fragment 

QNVQALEHHHHHHCVIA[C15H26N3], C101H153,N35,O23,S, [M+H]+, calcd 2257.2, 

found 2257.2 (Figure 9A). 

 

5.6.15 Tryptic Digest of Prenylated Hcp1-CVIA and Prenylated Hcp1-CVIA 

Treated with Carboxypeptidase  

 

Prenylated (22) and unprenylated (21) Hcp1-CVIA were digested in PFTase 

reaction buffer using MS grade trypsin at 1:20 (w/w trypsin to Hcp1) for 18 h at rt.  The 

reaction was stopped with 5% acetic acid and peptides were purified according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol using µ-C18 ZipTips. 

 

5.6.16  Mass Spectrometry of Tryptic Peptides 
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Peptide samples (0.4 µL) were spotted onto a target plate along with 0.6 µL 

matrix solution (α-cyano-hydroxycinnamic acid in 0.1% TFA, 70% CH3CN) and allowed 

to air-dry. Analysis was accomplished on a 4800 MALDI-TOF/TOF mass analyzer 

operating in the positive mode.  Each MS spectrum is the accumulated spectra of 1000 

laser shots (Nd:YAG (355 nm), 200 Hz) consisting of 50 shots/sub-spectrum and 20 sub-

spectra over a mass range of 800 - 4000 Da.  The first five shots were discarded and the 

accelerating voltage was operated at 20 kV.  To each spot, 20 fmol of Glu-fibrinopeptide 

D were added to serve as an internal calibration mass. 

 

5.6.17  Prenylated Hcp1-CVIA Solubility Assay 

 

 To determine the relative solubility of Hcp1-CVIA conjugated to either 2 or 3, an 

aliquot of the final reaction mixture was removed and subjected to centrifugation at 

16,000 x g at 4 °C for 30 min.  Equal volumes of the supernatant of this sample and 

untreated, homogenized reaction mixture were analyzed for the presence of Hcp1 using 

Western blotting procedures described previously (Figure 9B).146 
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A1: Uptake of CPPs (1c, 2a, 3c, 4, and 5) in fixed HeLa cells treated with 1 µM peptide 
at 37 ºC and 4ºC. Upper left panels show only blue channel (nucleus). Upper right panels 
show only green channel (peptide). Lower left panels show only red channel (plasma 
membrane). Lower right panels show all channels combined (orange is colocalization of 
red and green). Bars in lower right corners represent 20 µM. 

 

 

 

A2: HeLa cells treated with energy poisons (12 µM rotenone and 15 mM 2-
deoxyglucose) to deplete ATP production followed by treatment with 1 µM of peptide 4 
(panel A) or 1 µM of peptide 5 (panel B) for 1h. These images are of fixed cells after 
treatment. This experiment indicates penetratin labeled peptides enter cells through an 
ATP dependent process while prenylated peptides can enter through ATP independent 
pathways. Other prenylated peptides (1a, 2a) localized in a similar fashion to 4 when 
ATP production was blocked while penetratin peptide 3c localized in a similar fashion to 
5 (Data not Shown) under the same conditions.  Bars in lower right corner represent 20 
µM.   
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